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T h e

«I The fundamental law ol success is order. Systematic
arrangement of your thoughts, your plans and your acts,
assures you against lost time, f he greatest genius is at a
disadvantage il he is compelled to search lor his imple
ments. pen. or brush when inspired. I he student is equally
striving against odds, if his monographs or lessons are
haphazardly filed, requiring a shuffling ol pages, a sorting
ol manuscripts, each time a point, principle, law, or fact is
sought. I here is no greater torment than the tantalizing
thought that you possess the needed information, but just
cannot locate it. I here is no wisdom so useless as that just
beyond recall. W h y not begin today to life your mono
graphs methodically7? \\ e have prepared a specially made,
serviceable and attractiye lesson binder lor this purpose.
I his special binder will accommodate a year s monographs.
It is very attractive, and stamped in gold wi tli the symbol
and name ol the Order, it contains tin index form for in
dexing the subjects ol your monographs for cjuii l<reference,
and is made of durable material.
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THE GOLD M O SQUE OF KADHIMAIN
W ith its scintillating gold dome and vividly colored mosaic facade contrasting with the drab humanity which flows by it. this
mosque of Baghdad is a symbol of divine beauty and the imagined magnificence of the after-world. Its grace and elegant lines are
heightened, rather than lessened, by its setting of squalor. Beauty has ever been akin to spiritual things in the mind of man.

(Filmed by AMORC Camera Expedition.)

AT THE MERCY OF FATE /
you

LOSE a little someth mg with each day
-*IL if you’re not a little closer to your goal.
Each morning linds you more desolate, more
shaken in faith. Fate has a way of rohl >ing
those who depend upon it. Fate uses time to
bring despair and helplessness to those who
wait for fortunate circumstances or lucky
breaks.
Awaken to the fact that there are no gods of
luck or chance that shape the destinies of men.
There is no preconceived plan for you to follow;
no governing mind or influence will move you
forward to eventual success or block your way
to serve its end. You ore entirely on your own.
If you take each day’s events as they come, on
top today and down tomorrow, vou are AI
THE MERCY OF FATE.

Rosicrucians show you how to BE( dN W I I H
YOURSELF. They can tell you how to quicken
your imagination, to stimulate the flowr of cre
ative. productive ideas. I hey can help you find
that happiness which alone comes from conlidence in personal ability and self-assurance.
Let This FREE Book Help You

I he Rosicrucians possess no strange power or
influence, but they can demonstrate a personal
MASTERY OF LIFE. Remember, you may
wait for fate, but life will not wait for you.
Accept the gilt of the sealed book below by
using this coupon. It explains just what the
Rosicrucians (not a religious organization) have
done lor others and can simply and effectually
do for you.

Direct Y our Life with This Power

Your life begins with you. Within you is the
capacity for greatness, the means to conquer
dread fears, to overcome hesitancy with positive
action, to create the future instead ol waiting
for it. All the personal powers and attributes
that you, as a human, will ever have, you now
possess. Stop waiting for a non-existing fate
to set the stage of life and make you a star. Start
today to direct your own life.
You have tried and waited for everything else
to make life w'hat you wish it. N ow let the
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The Rosicrucians (A M O R C )
j San Jose, California, U. S. A .
I am sincerely interested in an intelligent method
for attaining a mastership of life. Send me, without
obligation, your free book which explains how I
may receive and use your age-old method.
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FTER an extended
tour through fif
teen or more coun
tries on the three
continents of Eu
rope. Asia and Af
rica. one cann ot
fail to come to the
co nclu sion th at
Europe, at least, is
like an in v a lid
whose body is im
proving in general
health, while parts
and portions are being tormented and
diseased bv a horrible bacterial agency.
That infectious agency is the lying, villifying, conscienceless, mercenary pro
paganda of the many newspapers of
each land —including, with few excep
tions. our own American papers.
After having read the daily American
papers and the weekly and monthly
news magazines for a year or more, and
having arrived at a very definite pic
ture. or series of pictures, of the situa
tions existing in Europe and parts of
the near East. I was surprised, as were
the hundred and fifty Rosicrucians trav
eling with me, to find that conditions
were not as they had been reported,
and. worst of all. there were no good
reasons for the absolutely false and dis
torted. as well as alarming, facts given
to the public by the newspapers. And.
we found that even the European news
papers were guilty of misrepresenting
the facts—deliberated and with evident
The
Rosicrucian intent to mislead. When we read, for
instance, news items, editorials and fea
Digest
ture articles in various European coun
June
tries, dealing with the political, econom
ic. industrial and social conditions in the
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United States, we stood aghast. The
facts" were terribly exaggerated, gen
erally deceptive in conclusions and most
often manufactured out of the whole
cloth.
As we analyzed the situation by
gathering first hand information in each
of a score or more cities, and by com
paring the often contradictory state
ments, it became apparent that the sole
purpose of these false reports was to
arouse enmity between nations, give
vent to jealousies, foster suspicion and
doubt, and awaken into action the de
sire—the seeming necessity'—for war,
and more war. Take the conditions in
Italy, for an example. W e had been
duly prepared, by newspaper and maga
zine reports, to find distrust among the
Italian people, a large degree of resent
ment toward Mr. Mussolini and his
autocratic dictation, and abundant evi
dence everywhere of oppressive taxa
tion for war preparations coupled with
dire poverty and want as a result of the
"unfortunate’’ Ethiopian expedition.
Did we find any evidence to support
these reports? Not at all; not even
among those classes of persons in Italy
most easily affected by such things. I
think I am safe in saying that every one
of our party of one hundred and fifty
intelligent and observing men and
women, of every class of human interest
and occupation, will agree that we saw
and witnessed more peace, more pro
gressiveness, more unified loyalty, more
prosperity and more optimism in Italy
than in any of the other countries.
Everywhere in Italy, old buildings
were being torn down and hundreds of
new large, modernistic homes and busi
ness buildings were being erected. Old
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plazas were giving way to new and
beautiful parks. Old railroad stations
and steamship piers were being sup
planted by the most magnificent struc
tures that one could conceive—general
ly more elaborate, beautiful and effici
ently arranged than in America.
There were no beggars to be seen;
no breadlines, no depressing scenes of
unemployment. As for kindly, courte
ous treatment, a spirit of friendliness
and good-will toward the tourist, we
had naught but admiration and praise
for what we found everywhere.
If ever a man was loved, admired and
kindlv respected by a nation of people,
it is Mr. Mussolini. Not the austere
tyrant, not the frowning, scowling dic
tator, not the feared and hated man of
oppression, but the truly big "brother
and father” of his people.
I talked with groups of soldiers just
returning from Ethiopia on two months
furloughs. They were a happy crowd
indeed, hundreds of them, singing mer
rily as they left the five ships that had
brought them back home, and parading
through the streets, singing lustily.
W h at made them happy? "W e have
steadv employment now, building mod
ern roads and bridges, highways, by
ways, and buildings in that terribly
primitive country of Ethiopia. For the
first time in years all who want employ
ment can have it. Our wages are good
and we have been able to send more
monev home to our families than we
have been able to give them in years.
Thanks to II Duce!”
If the cities and communities of Italy
can spend the millions and millions of
dollars for new buildings, parks, bridges
and even sport and social luxuries that
we saw in all of the many miles we
covered in that country, its w ar prepara
tions certainly cannot be taxing every
one to the limit, and the nation cannot
be entering bankruptcy with nothing in
its mind but destructiveness, as we have
been told.
And we saw no threatening battle
ships anywhere on the many miles of
the Mediterranean we travelled for
thirty days or more. W e saw no pa
rades of soldiers in Italy manouvering
in preparation for war. W e saw Mr.
Mussolini move about the city of Rome
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and elsewhere without the "army of
guards” to protect him. W e saw him
in his official palace, a pleasant, happy,
magnetic leader, whose very smile is
worshipped by millions who adore him.
W e heard only two cannon shots in our
months of travel—both of them peace
ful time signals.
The truth about Mr. Mussolini and
his power for maintaining peace in Eu
rope has not been told in America, and
the beauty, safety, friendliness and thrill
of traveling in Italy has not been told.
Yet, even as I sat in a private home
in the Alps pondering over the dia
bolical lies published in the world-wide
forms of news propaganda, I turned on
a radio station in America and heard
the news reporter deliberately falsify a
report of what had occurred in Italy the
day before.
In Germany one sensed a fear of a
coming war, but it was quite evident
that the stories told of Mr. Hitler and
his actions have been falsified and de
liberately misrepresented. W e found
Synagogues in peaceful operation. W e
found Jews and Roman Catholics at
tending their churches without any in
terference. One elderly Rabbi was
startled when I told him of the reputed
persecution of the Jews in Germany. He
told me, with joyous quiverings of his
lips, "My people do not report such
things, I cannot believe them. I have
lost no members of my congregation,
and have had the normal growth.”
W e found even some of the Euro
pean newspapers deliberately misquot
ing what Mr, Mussolini had said to a
representative of the Austrian govern
ment, and we found no enmity between
the peoples of Germany, Switzerland,
Austria and Italy.
There is but one sure result to come
from this deceitful newspaper propa
ganda. In most cases the leading news
items in each paper are controlled by
the personal opinion of either the editor
or publisher. If he, sitting in his distant
office, develops an opinion of what is
going on, thousands of miles away, that
opinion becomes the accepted opinion of
thousands or millions. If he has some
personal grudge against individual or
nation, that grudge becomes the hatred
of thousands. And, if he has some mer-

cenary interest in the advancement of
world unrest, world suspicions and war,
then thousands and millions of minds
are disturbed and made ready to antic
ipate war.
But, the very worst effect of such
propaganda lies in the fact that many,
if not most of these newspapers, have
an international circulation. The false
and misleading stories we read in many
American newspapers and magazines

V

were not written so much for home con
sumption, as to arouse the hatred, en
mity and fighting spirit of the people
being criticized. This, then, becomes the
cause of wars and conflicts. It is a sad
state of affairs, but until the newspapers
are forced by some law, or some plan,
to adhere to the truth in international
affairs, there can be no international
peace.
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Balance
By

S o r o r E l iz a b e t h E . P o m e r o y

ALAN CE is that
point of neutrality
between two op
posing forces. It is
neither an active
nor a passive con
dition, but a con
dition where the
tw o extremes are
held in some rela
tion w ith each
o th e r and pass
o v e r in to each
o th e r fo rm in g a
third which is equally of both but
neither.
All life and consciousness has these
three modes of manifestation, or three
varying aspects to one unit of conscious
ness—the triangle with the underlying
unity.
W e are not so conscious of the bal
ance aspect. It seems to manifest to us
more as a wavering between the two
extremes. Only momentarily do we ex
perience equilibrium.
As long as there is manifestation, we
shall be more conscious of the active and
outgoing aspect, since the law of Nature
is change, and motion is synonomous
with change.
And, then, there is that which must
The
Rosicrucian be acted upon, affected or changed, that
which is passive and receptive, that into
Digest
which the positive passes and exists.
June
Somewhere between these two poles
—active and passive, positive and nega
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tive—there is the place where equipose
is displayed, a place where the opposing
forces are equal and balanced.
All life is consciously or unconsciously
seeking this state of equilibrium. It is
the place of tranquility. It is the Bud
dhist's Nirvana, that place of complete
rest and freedom from all disturbing
emotions, a place inert and wrapped in
sublime meditation.
Men have ever striven to incorporate
the idea of balance into their daily liv
ing. The W ise Men of old taught and
expounded the Middle Path—neither
the one extreme nor the other, but the
middle path where dwell peace, safety,
contentment; neither pleasures so ex
travagant that they intoxicate the mind,
nor sorrows so deep they blast all sweet
ness and beauty in the garden of life;
but that place that views all with a
steady and equal eye.
But the scales of life are prone to tip
far forward and back. Our natures are
battlegrounds for extremes of feelings
and emotions, called up by intense situa
tions in our human lives. From the
highest emotion of which we are capable
we sink of necessity to the correspond
ing lowest; but, in so doing, we must
encounter that propitious moment, no
matter at what level, where all cares
fall away and we rest in complete
wholeness. It is a strange and mysteri
ous moment, neither conscious nor un
conscious, but still and deep and com
plete, a momentary Nirvana.
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Man, the Mighty Midget
By

F r a t e r W il l ia m

H.

M cK egg,

F. R. C.

“Attem pting to be more than M an we become less.”—William Blake.
H AT are we and
what not?
T h is w as the
e v e r enigmatical
question constant
ly asked by the
a n c i e n t G re e k
philosophers, th e
foremost of whom,
after being found
worthy of initia
tion into the M ys
teries, studied in
E g y p t at the
Temples.
A student of today might study the
wisest of Greeks only to find himself
still wondering on their seemingly un
answerable question: W hat is Man?
"A dream about a shadow is man,”
mused Pindar; "yet when some godgiven splendor falls, a glory of light
comes over him and his life is sweet.”
Carefully reading this statement, until
its inner meaning shines forth, we
understand one very important Truth.
Man, as man, is but a "shadow” of some
Inner Self. W hen this Inner Power
rises into full functioning, the material
man experiences a Godlike glory.
Practically all there is to know of man
was expounded to initiates of the an
cient Egyptian mystery schools. "Happy
are those who have experienced the
Mysteries. They know the beginning
and the end of life,” is another Pindarian conclusion. The hidden wisdom
One hundred sixty-seven

imparted to the worthy the means of re
turning to the right start in life; for the
outer world had distorted Thought and
Truth. Man's only knowledge was that
he was born, lived as best he could, then
died. It is the average person’s knowl
edge even today.
The average person seeking into the
occult world imagines sudden great re
wards because he proves he is a seeker.
He feels above the rest of mankind. He
yearns to get beyond himself and the
world. He is no longer a mere man. To
himself, he is something greater, higher,
above humanity. Or so he fondly
fancies.
Contrary to his belief, it is only by
and through physical senses that the
seeker beholds gleams of Eternity.
Only while on earth, as man, does he
learn Truth.
Lavater wrote much occult knowledge
in his Aphorisms On Man. "The dis
covery of truth, by slow progressive
meditation, is wisdom — Intuition of
truth, not preceded by perceptible medi
tation, is genius.” Every Rosicrucian
student comes eventually to understand
this. Our early studies help us to de
velop our psychic functioning, the
"senses” of our inner selves, so they
will work with a rapidity of perception.
Intuition is the secret of all occult knowl
edge. Lavater stresses the fact that In
tuition and Genius are one and the same
thing. "He knows himself greatly who
never opposes his genius.”

Intuition has guided us on our earthly
and spiritual evolution. By aviation, we
have conquered Space. By radio and
television, we have conquered Time and
Space. Imagination had first to form
design for these scientific inventions.
For that design there had to be already
an archetypal design to guide man's in
tuition, in order that a material mani
festation could be produced.
From the Mind of man— from Mind,
that mysterious power of all occult pow
ers!— the world has been led to fresh
knowledge, new achievements. By what
we call Mind, man is able to lead him
self from average knowledge to Uni
versal Knowledge.
"There is something appalling in the
infinitude of knowledge," writes Marie
Corelli in her strange romance The Soul
of Lilith, “an infinitude which must re
main infinite, if it be true that there is a
God who is for ever thinking and whose
thoughts become realities.”
Also in the same book, she says: “If
we choose to make evil, it exists till we
destroy it— good we cannot make, be
cause it is the very breath of the Uni
verse, but we can choose to breathe in it
and with it.”
These statements are gems of Rosicrucian philosophy, as are all the golden
truths we come across in Miss Corelli's
occult romances.
Knowledge is infinite. The human
mind is likewise infinite. Its functioning
expands as the intellectual and the spir
itual understanding of the human race
expand.
W e learn first through Intellect. Sec
ondly, we experience that knowledge
through Emotion. Christianity was ex
pounded by the Master Jesus. For 2000
years the human race has learnt its
tenets, intellectually. Only today, after
the lessons have been digested, is man
kind feeling the actuality of Christ's
teachings, emotionally.
Passing down through the ages we
see various phases of intellectual and
emotional expansion undergone by the
races on earth. The Norsemen typified
The
Valor. The Greeks held up Beauty as
Rosicrucian {^c ‘deal in l‘ fe. The Romans stood for
Justice. Most of the religions before the
Digest
coming of the Master Jesus were intel
June
lectual religions. Only the Egyptian
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and Brahmanic — stressing respectively

Aspiration and Spirituality—were fore
runners of Christianity. Confucius
taught Reverence. Buddha preached
Emancipation. Mahomet urged Faith.
W hile Zoroaster, one of the greatest of
all adepts, fostered Purity.
Not one of these forms of religious
thought could be properly experienced
emotionally until the Master Jesus ap
peared and gave as his keynote— Love.
I have heard moderns say that ancient
philosophy is out of date. Christianity
should be ‘modernized.’ And some of
them set about to do this, losing quickly
the spirit of the original.
“In the mechanic arts,” says Francis
Bacon, reporting on the fact that philophy comes down from Master to
scholar, "the case is otherwise— these
commonly advancing toward perfection
in a course of daily improvement, from a
rough unpolished state, sometimes prej
udicial to the first inventors, while phi
losophy and the intellectual science are,
like statues, celebrated and adored, but
never advanced: nay, they sometimes
appear more perfect in the original
author, and afterwards degenerate."
W h y is it that one man. one philoso
pher, should offer to the world wisdom
so advanced that even to regard it
causes confusion, and bewilders our
thoughts by calling attention to the little
knowledge we already possess?
Men are not equal. And well it is
that this be so. An equanimity of mind
and social standing would produce a
frustration, a stagnation to progress.
W e should be forced to wait for a new
example, a new man to appear in our
midst, so that advancement could be
come actual and active.
In an organic cell, a man, a race, a
country, there is a moment when the
Inner Mind projects itself and melds
with the outer self. The Unconscious
becomes Conscious. The spirit stirs.
The seeker for Truth experiences this
awakening from time to time.
To the man who thinks, the world is
Comic. To the man who feels, the
world is Tragic. It has well been said
that to think and to feel is to know and
sense the tragi-comedy in the Earth’s
life. The Comic Spirit in the world
goes with man's common sense. For a
genius to have common sense, is to see
the perfected human being.
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As a man reveals himself to himself,
so does he approach nearer the Divine.
To know himself and the earth on which
he dwells, is to know God. First, he
must go through his struggle of adjust
ment, casting off the old ideas and em
ploying the new.
Man’s genius forever tempts him with
the fabled offer of Persian lore— “New
Lamps for old!" Discarding the old false
ideas for Truth enables man to enter
the new earth, and its secrets are his.
Life becomes True Life.
The Earth's Hymn can be heard and
learnt only when man hears and learns
the song of his Inner Self. The Great
Musician has given us means to master
his Cosmic Song. W e alone may choose
to do so. Our mistakes are good: they
teach us how wrong we have been. As
man changes, so changes the earth. As
the earth changes, so change the stars.
Those of us who have seen the great
upheavals reflected through our world
are the ones who will face the great
glory at the world’s rebirth.
The Cosmic Law works through
minds receptive to Cosmic Guidance.
The Earth-Breath is the W a ter of Life,
of the True Inner Life, unseen by outer
sight. All seekers are led by this one
fact. Feeling within themselves there is
some Divine Plan in Life on Earth, but
facing futility and sorrow, yet struggling
against all obstacles towards the unseen
goal, make men and women heroic and
sublime, in which they prove their own
God-head.
There must be the teachers and the
pupils; the wise men of A rt and the stu
dents. Education must become Initia
tion. Then individual man becomes
aware of his divine relationship with the
world and the universe and all they con
tain— the planets and stars— above all,
with the Spirit of God which manifests
in material form for our enlightenment.
The State, the Man and Understand
ing— these are the three connections to
grasp. Every country should be an Imperatorial State. Man is himself a king.
He may, in his individual greatness, be
come the Imperial head of a State, the
voted representative man of the moment.
If the spiritual mood is working through
the mass, we may be sure it has already
found a manifested form in one indi
vidual. And he it is whose right and
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place make him worthy of precedence.
The rest copy him, and also advance.
For this very reason, every man ought
to know his own country, its historical
tradition and the Cosmic design behind
its national spirit. Man should serve
his state as he serves his God. To ren
der to God our personal self along with
the spiritual, is the grander vision of
rendering to the State our practical
ideals and progressive support.
The great English statesman Burkeled the British race to see the ideal be
hind the form of Britain— life based on
Justice and Freedom, as later forced on
the world by the colonists in the newly
formed America.
Each man learns through his own ex
perience. He knows only as much as
he is capable of possessing. He advances
only according to his aptitude for knowl
edge and learning. If he places his own
god in power, he must still be held in
bondage to his own ignorance. The
truly Free Man is the man of wisdom.
His understanding of the country in
which he lives guides him, and his mind
receives back the flow of statesmanship
reflected in the appointed leader of his
nation.
W e have with us now and then— for
these movements invariably die of in
ertia!—so-called schools of spiritual wis
dom which inform their followers they
can show them a swift way to heaven.
One particular body declared it could
instruct the average pupil on how to at
tain ascension. It is vague, even though
twenty-five dollars a month is very defi
nite. W here would they ascend to?
Spiritual attainment cannot be taught
for so much a lesson. The student is
merely guided. It is for him to follow
instructions of a worthy organization
and work out his life in a normal,
natural manner. Yelling at the Cosmic
to do this or that for you is as useless
as trying to get beyond humanity.
To divorce yourself from your every
day life, from the nation in which you
live, is to distort all inner vision— for
you have destroyed the veil of matter
upon which visions of Eternity are be
ing cast.
Behind each man, each country, there
is a Spiritual movement. Because man
frequently prevents the manifestation of
that movement, he by no means brings

about a definite end to its working.
There may be a delay in its functioning
but, as a Cosmic Law, it becomes mani
fest.
Christianity has been slowly coming
into perfection. The inner Spirit of the
American nation is only now about to
be reflected in every true American man
and woman, as our President has de
clared.
W h y are we here? W h a t are we?
The student who essays to fly beyond
matter is useless. He is no use to him
self; of still less use to the God he
fancies he so rightfully serves. He
agrees that God created the world, but
his indifference to such a Divine Crea
tion is insulting.
Man constantly asks why he exists,
who he is and what he will become.
These are eternal questions which man
obstinately refuses to solve. He calls
for a new lamp of guidance but won’t
give up the old one!
The majority of newcomers into Rosi
crucian study are of this category. They
enter with the fixed belief that initiation
bestows upon them immediate magic.
The world, the entire universe, open up
their secrets for the asking. These stu
dents feel they should be taught certain
words which, when uttered, cause won
ders to occur.
Indeed, there are many wonders for
us to experience on the Path, but they
come about according to natural law
and the student's own inner develop
ment. Yet the newcomer wants right
away to be more than man. And he is
disappointed and set in doubt when no
such thing is achieved.
I have heard people boast of being
far above the rest of us. They are quite
proud of their self-declared purity and
spirituality. The man or woman who
boasts of being pure and holy is the per
son to keep a weather eye on. Their
repeated affirmations mean they know
they are anything but what they de
clare. A s William Blake well puts it:
"Men are admitted into Heaven not be
cause they have curbed & govern'd their
Passions or have No Passions, but be
The
Rosicrucian cause they have Cultivated their Under
standings. The Treasures of Heaven
Digest
are not Negations of Passion, but Real
June
ities of Intellect, from which all the Pas
sions Emanate Uncurbed in their Eter
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nal Glory. The Fool shall not enter
into Heaven let him be ever so Holy.
Holiness is not The Price of Entrance
into Heaven.”
To declare the lower self no longer
exists is only a fallacy. It always exists.
Only by holding fast to that which is
good do we become allied to that good
ness. Ramakrishna Paramahausa (1835
1886), the Indian mystic, told his fol
lowers how to get rid of the lower self.
"The blossom vanishes of itself as the
fruit grows, so will your lower self
vanish as the divine grows in you."
If we set about to become reborn
spiritually, all is granted us. Nothing
can be done overnight. Our Rosicru
cian philosophy teaches us constantly
one great Truth: study, learn, and work.
If we cannot put into action our loftiest
ideals, our beliefs, then we are useless
in life.
Some students crave to contact the
Great Masters. They somehow believe
that only when out of their physical
bodies, flying through the air to far
places, can this be done. W e all hope
to be worthy of such contacts. Our
greatest encouragement rests in the fact
that the Masters have ever used Man
as their instruments, not angels. Their
own perfection has come about through
their having lived as Man and learnt the
secrets of Nature.
W e might long to hear what the
Music of the Spheres sounds like. But
there is the immortal music of Beethoven
and W agner to appease our longing.
Perhaps no other musician has brought
to earth the music of heaven as has
W agner, especially in the Magic Fire
Music of the last act of "The V a l
kyries." Da Vinci's paintings, and those
of Raphael, are gleams of Eternity
caught in time and space. Michel
angelo's sculptures and Frescoes give
forth Eternal Truths. So long as they
last, so long will aspiring man step on
ward.
Mme. Curie did more good for her
fellowmen with her scientific studies,
putting into effect the secrets of Nature,
than had she closed herself from the
world and mankind in general. W e have
such great minds as Einstein, Millikan
and Ouspensky — men who surely ad
vance the race by their thinking and
discoveries of spiritual Truths in maOne hundred seventy

terial form. Our duty is to reveal Truth timely, for man’s development and the
in our lives for others to see and follow earth's development have reached stages
— if we feel we ought to advance man" of progress where new revelations are
kind according to the word of Christ. to be put into effect, emotionally.
All things come from Fire. “Fire is
The C o s m ic M i n d h a s worked
through our teachers, the poets and the generative element,” wise old Hera
scientists of mankind. Each has been clitus wrote, “and from its transforma
but a midget in size compared to the tions all things are born. Condensed
unlimited space of the Cosmos. Yet the fire becomes steam; steam becomes
wonders of Eternity have been produced water: water, through further condensa
through that midget. For this is the tion. becomes earth.”
W e are now learning that Light is
Law of evolution, both spiritual and ma
terial. It is individual evolution. The Life! Fire, the twin portion of Light, is
man experiences within himself the not the fire of darkness, but the Spirit
wonders of Eternity. It is the means ual Fire of real Life. It is this Divine
of our advancement. It is the very pur" Flame of celestial Fire which has been
burning away all the dross of the world.
pose of God’s creation.
The Rosicrucians, perhaps above all Like the Phoenix, man and the earth
other seekers, have understood the best are rising anew from the ashes of false
ways of becoming channels through hood, while the heavens themselves re
which Cosmic Wisdom flows. In her flect this rebirth.
fascinating romance. "The Young Di
If we wish to seek what we are, let
a n a Marie Corelli refers to them. us first seek to live as we are— a por
“Light is Life. Light— and the twin tion of the Eternal manifest as Man. Do
portion of Light,— Fire. The RosicrU" not let us try to sidetrack existence, for
cians have come nearer than any other it is while on earth that the midget man
religious sect in the world to the com" becomes Man the Mighty. A grain of
prehension of things divine.”
sand is comparable to a universe in a
Miss Corelli mentions also that man spiritual sense, though materially it is
has five senses (Touch, Taste, Sight, not so. Though we are but a "dream
Hearing and Smell). He should really about a shadow,” let us give ourselves
have seven, if he fosters Intuition and moments of Splendor.
Instinct, “which are more important than
If we seek to learn what man is, do
all the others as the means of communi not let us flee from the class-room of
cating with his surroundings.” W e have life. All too frequently, to the distracted
seven tones of music, seven tones of mind of him who essays to be more than
color. There should be also seven rays man,— the more he aspires to heaven,
of light.
the closer he gets to the earth!
Today we are delving deeply into
In attempting to become more than
the study of Light and Color. It is Man he becomes less.

R O SIC R U C IA N C O N V E N T IO N
Do not forget the opening date of the Rosicrucian Convention in San Jose, California,
is Sunday, July 11 and the Convention lasts one week, or until July 17. During this in
terval, there is never a dull moment. Each hour of the day is filled with instructive lec
tures, demonstrations, social activities, exchange of ideas and recreation. From various
parts of the world and every state of the union and every province of Canada, Rosicru
cian students will converge on San Jose. A ll will eventually return home feeling much
benefited by their week of study, preparation and association.

L

You Rosicrucians who have not had the opportunity of association with others of like
mind, will find here at the Rosicrucian Convention, men and women of every walk of life,
of the professional and the business world. You will have an opportunity to compare
notes, find out how others have solved the same problem you now confront with the
use of the same knowledge and facilities that you have. If it requires a small sacrifice
to come to San Jose for the National Convention, you will find the sacrifice well made.
It will be an event you will never forget. Prepare now.
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CICERO
Each month we will present excerpts from the writings of famous thinkers and teachers
of the past. These will £ive our readers an opportunity of knowing their lives through the
presentation of those writings which typify tnelr thoughts. Occasionally such writings will
be presented through the translation or interpretation of other eminent authors of the past.
This month we present excerpts from the work of Cicero—writer, orator and statesman.
Cicero was born at Arpinum in 106 B. C. He was the son of a Roman knight who pos
sessed an estate at Arpinum and property in Rome, and most of his boyhood was spent at
these two places. Hi3 studies began early: the poet Achias inspired him with a love of
literature and, through the teachings of Pnaedrus, he became impressed by the Epicurean
philosophy. After studying dialectic, rhetoric and law, and expressing his literary interests
through verse writing and translation from Greek authors, he began his forensic career at
the age of twenty-five.
The history of his life includes two unhappy marriages and features an ambitious political
career during which he attained the consulship and was once sent to govern Cilicia; but
his successes were interspersed with periods when he found himself deserted by his sup
porters, and even forced into exile. It is said that many of his failures were due to his in
consistencies, others to his excessive optimism and belief that he was exerting a good in
fluence (as with Caesar and, later, with Octavian), which traits made him easy to deceive.
Running parallel to this was his forensic career, marked by many celebrated speeches of
defense and prosecution. He affected a rhythmical prose, iitilized the weapon of exaggera
tion which was permitted to Roman orators, was a master of pathos and invective, and
was considered the wit of the period. However, many thought his speeches were studded
with an excessive number of jokes, and it is said that he never could resist a pun.
During his travels he studied philosophy at Athens and in Asia, and he always turned
to this subject and to his writing at times of political disappointment. Many of his works
show little originality, and some of them are confessedly translations and compilations;
so that critics consider his chief merits the invention of a philosophical terminology for
the Romans, the production of manuals which have had an enduring influence because of
their beauty of style, and the famous Letters. These compilations are considered the chief
source of information concerning that era and Include 100 letters written by other persons
and presenting a great variety of style.
In the year 43 B. C. his political sympathies caused him to be placed on the proscribed
list and on December 7 he wa3 beheaded by Antony’s soldiers. He had attempted to escape
on a ship but, being cast back by unfavorable winds he returned to his villa saying: “Let
me die in the country which I nave often saved.” His hands and head were nailed to the
rostra in Rome after Antony’s wife had thrust a hairpin through the tongue!
Cicero's literary works are classed as rhetorical, oratorical, philosophic, political, and
epistolary. Aside from his Letters, some of his best liked works are: ”de Republica”
(which contains the famous, prophetic “Dream of Scipio"—often compared to the "Vision
of Er" in Plato's "Republic—) "De Finibus," “De Deorum Natura” and “Tusculanae Disputationes.” From this last named work we have chosen a few quotations on the subject
of immortality from the section entitled “In Contempt of Death.''
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HE first thing, then,
is to inquire what
death, which seems
to be so well un
derstood, really is;
for some imagine
death to be the de
parture of the soul
from the b o d y ;
others think that
there is no such
departure, but that
soul and body per
ish together, and

that the soul is extinguished with the
body. O f those who think that the soul
does depart from the body, some believe
in its immediate dissolution; others fancy
that it continues to exist for a time; and
others believe that it lasts forever.
But the greatest proof of all is, that
nature herself gives a silent judgment in
favor of the immortality of the soul, in
asmuch as all are anxious, and that to
a great degree, about the things which
concern futurity;— “One plants that fu
ture ages shall enjoy," as Statius said
in his Synephebi. W h at is his object in
One hundred seventy-two

doing so. except that he is interested
in posterity? Shall the industrious hus
bandman, then, plant trees the fruit
of which he shall never see? and shall
not the great man found laws, institu
tions and a republic? W h at does the
procreation of children imply— and our
care to continue our names—and our
adoptions—and our scrupulous exact
ness in drawing up wills—and the in
scriptions on monuments, and panegyr
ics, but that our thoughts run on futur
ity? There is no doubt but a judgment
may be formed of nature in general,
from looking at each nature in its most
perfect specimen; and what is a more
perfect specimen of man, than those
who look on themselves as born for the
assistance, the protection, and the pres
ervation of others?
W h at will you say? what do you
imagine that so many and such great
men of our republic, who have sacrificed
their lives for its good, expected? Do
you believe that they thought that their
names should not continue beyond their
lives? None ever encountered death for
their country, but under a firm per
suasion of immortality! Themistocles
might have lived at his ease; so might
Epaminondas; and. not to look abroad
and amongst the ancients for instances,
so might I myself. But somehow or
other, there clings to our minds a cer
tain presage of future ages; and this
both exists most firmly and appears
most clearly, in men of the loftiest
genius and greatest souls. Take away
this, and who would be so mad as to
spend his life among toils and dangers?
I speak of those in power. W h at are
the poet’s views but to be ennobled after
death?.. .W h y do I mention poets? the
very mechanics are desirous of fame
after death. W h y did Phidias include a
likeness of himself in the shield of Min
erva, when he was not allowed to in
scribe his name on it? W h at do our
philosophers think on the subject? Do
they not put their names to those very
books which they write on the contempt
of glory? If, then, universal consent is
the voice of nature, and if it is the gen
eral opinion everywhere, that those who
have quitted this life are still interested
in something; we must also subscribe to
that opinion. And if we think that men
of the greatest abilities and virtue see
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most clearly into the power of nature,
because they themselves are her most
perfect work; it is very probable that, as
every great man is especially anxious to
benefit posterity, there is something of
which he himself will be sensible after
death.
But as we are led by nature to think
there are gods, and as we discover, by
reason, of what description they are, so
by the consent of all nations, we are
induced to believe that our souls sur
vive; but where their habitation is, and
of what character they eventually are,
must be learned from reason...
But I return to the ancients. They
scarcely ever gave any reason for their
opinion but what could be explained by
numbers or definitions. It is reported of
Plato, that he came into Italy to make
himself acquainted with the Pytha
goreans: and that when there, amongst
others, he made an acquaintance with
Archytas and Timaeus, and learned
from them all the tenets of the Pytha
goreans: and that he not only was of
the same opinion with Pythagoras con
cerning the immortality of the soul, but
that he also brought reasons in support
of it; .. .
W h at kind of sight do you imagine
that will be, when the whole earth is
laid open to our view? And that, too,
not only in its position, form, and boun
daries, nor those parts of it only which
are habitable, but those also that lie
uncultivated, through the extremities of
heat and cold to which they are ex
posed; for not even now is it with our
eyes that we view what we see, for the
body itself has no senses; but (as the
naturalists, aye, and even the physi
cians assure us, who have opened our
bodies, and examined them), there are
certain perforated channels from the
seat of the soul to the eyes, ears, and
nose; so that frequently, when either
prevented by meditation, or the force of
some bodily disorder, we neither hear
nor see, though our eyes and ears are
open, and in good condition; so that we
may easily apprehend that it is the soul
itself which sees and hears, and not
those parts which are, as it were, but
windows to the soul; by means of
which, however, she can perceive noth
ing, unless she is on the spot, and ex
erts herself. How shall we account for

the fact, that by the same power of
thinking we comprehend the most dif
ferent things; as color, taste, heat, smell,
and sound? which the soul could never
know by her five messengers, unless
everything was referred to her, and she
were the sole judge of all. And we shall
certainly discover these things in a more
clear and perfect degree when the soul
is disengaged from the body, and has
arrived at that goal to which nature
leads her, for at present, notwithstand
ing nature has contrived, with the great
est skill, those channels which lead from
the body to the soul, yet they are, in
some way or other, stopped up with
earthy and concrete bodies; but when
we shall be nothing but soul, then noth
ing will interfere to prevent our seeing
everything in its real substance, and in
its true character...

my own part, when I reflect on the
nature of the soul, it appears to me a
far more perplexing and obscure ques
tion to determine what is its character
while it is in the body, a place which, as
it were, does not belong to it. than to
imagine what it is when it leaves it, and
has arrived at the free aether, which is,
if I may say so, its proper, its own habi
tation.

.. I think I can account for the manner
in which the blood, and bile, and
phlegm, and bones, and nerves, and
veins, and all the limbs, and the shape
of the whole body, were put together
and made; aye, and even as to the soul
itself, were there nothing more in it than
a principle of life, then the life of a man
might be put upon the same footing as
that of a vine or any other tree, and
accounted for as caused by nature; for
. . . Not that I see any reason w hy the
these things, as we say, live. Besides,
opinion of Pythagoras and Plato may
if desires and aversions were all that
not be true; but even although Plato
belonged to the soul, it would have them
were to have assigned no reason for his
only in common with the beasts; but it
opinion (observe how I esteem the
has, in the first place, memory, and that,
man), the weight of his authority would
too, so infinite, as to collect an absolute
have borne me down: but he has
countless number of circumstances,
brought so many reasons, that he ap
which Plato will have to be a recollec
pears to me to have endeavored to con
tion of a former life; for in that book
vince others, and certainly to have con
which is inscribed Menon, Socrates asks
vinced himself.
a child some questions in geometry, with
But there are many who labor on the reference to measuring a square; his
other side of the question, and condemn answers are such as a child would make,
souls to death, as if they were criminals and yet the questions are so easy, that
capitally convicted; nor have they any while answering them, one by one, he
other reason to allege why the immor comes to the same point as if he had
tality of the soul appears to them to be learned geometry. From whence Soc
incredible, except that they are not able rates would infer, that learning is noth
to conceive what sort of thing the soul ing more than recollection: and this
can be when disentangled from the topic he explains more accurately, in the
body; just as if they could really form discourse which he held the very day he
a correct idea as to what sort of thing died: for he there asserts that any one
it is, even when it is in the body; what who seeming to be entirely illiterate, is
its form, and size, and abode are; so yet able to answer a question well that is
that were they able to have a full view proposed to him, does in so doing mani
of all that is now hidden from them in a festly show that he is not learning it
living body, they have no idea whether then, but recollecting it by his memory.
the soul would be discernible by them, Nor is it to be accounted for in any
or whether it is of so fine a texture that other way, how children come to have
it
would escape their sight. Let those notions of so many and such important
The
consider this, who say they are unable things, as are implanted, and as it were
Rosicructan to form any idea of the soul without sealed up in their minds, (which the
Digest
the body, and then they will see whether1 Greeks call ennoiai) unless the soul be
June
they can form any adequate idea of fore it entered the body had been well
what it is when it is in the body. For stored with knowledge.
1937
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Along Civilization’s Trail
By

R a l p h M . L e w is, K . R . C .

Editor’s Note:—This is the fifth episode of a narrative by the Supreme Secretary relating
the experiences he and his party had in visiting mystic shrines and places in Europe and the
ancient world.

PROPHECY DAY IN THE GREAT PYRAMID
H O U G H an e x 
tremely in v itin g
breakfast had been
prepared for us, we
were not in a mood
for the considera
tion of food. W h at
lay ah ead of us
oc c up i e d our
thoughts. All
through our trav
els there had been
in the back of our
consciousness the
thought of the Great Pyramid and
September 16, 1936, the eventful day
prophesied by the Pyramid itself to
have a tremendous future effect upon
the races of mankind and our present
civilization. Even as we hurriedly ate
and glanced through a Cairo news
paper we observed that the press of that
city had taken cognizance of September
16 and, in a long article, quoted differ
ent authorities’ interpretations of the
symbolism of the Great Pyramid with
respect to this particular day.
Sheike Abdul, our personal guide,
called for us in a modern automobile of
American make in which we placed our
various cinema equipment, tripod, cam
era, accessories, lens, films, filters, and
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then crowded ourselves in as well. W e
were soon speeding toward the Great
Pyramids.
Of course, from what one has read
and pictures one has seen, one realizes
that the Pyramids are the greatest edi
fices ever built by ancient man—as far
as we now have knowledge of the past
—and that they are massive structures
today, even in comparison with the sky
scrapers and big buildings of our mod
ern cities. But this realization is nothing
to the actual experience of seeing them.
As one approaches they grow monstrous
and seem to loom out of the very sands
upon which they are erected. Most
paintings of the Great Pyramids make
them seem very colorful, yet in the glar
ing sun, even in the early morning, to
the eye they are white with just a slight
tint of yellow. They reflect the brilliant
sunlight on the sands.
The Pyramids are built on a great
high plateau—the plateau of the Sahara.
They are not on the Delta region of the
Nile. In a sense, in their present state
of preservation they appear crude, like
an enormous pile of gigantic blocks
tumbled upon each other and assuming,
it seems, by accident the general shape
of the Pyramid. But this impression is
only gained when one is close to them.

From a position close to them there
seems to be little difference in size be
tween the Great Pyramid of Cheops
and the Pyramid of Chephren.

red thousand in the Great Pyramid—■
enough to form a stone wall from New
York to San Francisco and half way
back, four feet in height.

As one starts to walk about the base
of the Cheops Pyramid there soon
dawns upon him the realization that it
does, as estimated, cover an area of
some thirteen acres. The great sand
stone blocks of which it is composed are
about the shoulder height of an average
man. For a height of about fifty or sixty
feet around the entire Pyramid, the
great blocks are quite jagged and pro
trude. Above that, with the exception
of the one corner or side of the Pyra
mid which is exposed toward the open
desert, the sides are quite smooth and
almost inaccessible. The exposed cor
ner, however, has been whipped by the
elements and the sands for years, and it
is so jagged that its blocks form a nat
ural stairway or steps to the apex. It
would seem as though it would be quite
simple to ascend the Pyramid by this
means, yet to the inexperienced it is a
tedious task. Native Arab boys for a
few piastres willingly race to the top
and return in the short time of seven
minutes.

W e entered the jagged aperture of
the mammoth structure, and then our
party of four cautiously walked along a
semi-dark and narrow stone passage
w ay which led to the ramp of what is
known as the Grand Gallery. A fter
walking along this passageway for a
short distance we were obliged to stoop
and crawl through a circular-like tunnel
for a distance of about twenty-five or
thirty feet. W hen we stood erect again
we were at the beginning of the Grand
Gallery. It was a most awe-inspiring
spectacle. W e thrilled to the thought,
as we looked upward along this steep
narrow passageway and saw above us
and on either side massive highly pol
ished lime stone blocks, that we were
in the Great Pyramid of Egypt. M ys
tery of mysteries! One feels helpless,
surrounded by this wall of stone. He
feels insignificant; humble. It is peculiar
but true that the Great Pyramid inspires
in man that same feeling of humility as
do some of the great works of nature.
Slowly we began our ascent up the
rough stone ridges in the form of steps
which are the only means of reaching
the top of the Grand Gallery. It is a
steep ascent and you feel, after five or
ten minutes of climbing, that the height
of the Great Pyramid is under-estimated
and certainly must exceed by several
hundred feet the nearly five hundred
feet accredited to it.

The top of the Great Pyramid is now
flat, but originally had a gold apex, por
tions of which were removed at differ
ent intervals in the past. It is said that
the remainder of the gold was removed
during Napoleon’s invasion of Egypt.
In fact, from below one can see a
slender mast rising from the top. This
steel mast, it is said, was affixed to the
top of the Great Pyramid by Napoleon
and from it flew the French flag during
his occupation of Egypt.
One of the mysteries of the Great
Pyramid for a considerable time, even
in late centuries, was the location of its
entrance. There was nothing visible
from the outside to indicate the proper
entrance to it. The Caliph, El Mamoun,
made a false entrance, and this false
entrance is still used today as the main
entrance to the Pyramid. It was through
The
this false entrance that we made our
Roticrucvin entry’ cfimbin9 UP to ie over two or
three of the large blocks, each weighing
Digest
two and a half tons, which is the aver
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age weight of all of them, and of which
there are some two million, three hund1937

Suddenly your attention is called to
an almost obscure hole-like aperture to
your right as you ascend. As you look
at it, it seems as though it was not an
intentional opening but perhaps the re
sult of damage in later years, but you
are advised that this is the true entrance
to the Great Pyramid. A s you peer into
the inky blackness and feel a cool draft
of air upon your face, you think of the
hundreds of neophytes of the mystery
schools of the past who were led up
from the Chamber of Darkness below
after taking their original obligation at
the altar between the paws of the
Sphinx and after having performed cer
tain rites in the allegorical world of
darkness depicted by the lower chamber.
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They were then permitted to ascend the
very narrow and low passageway into
which we looked and to enter the Great
Pyramid itself through this jagged
opening. How pleasing it must have
been to them to know that they had at
tained that degree of illumination and
understanding and worthiness which
permitted them to travel further, physi
cally, mentally and spiritually!

used to reveal events of the future.
This is not merely speculative or fan
tastic, because the events have definitely
come to pass, one after another. It is
one more indication of the fact that the
Great Pyramid was used not only as a
temple of learning but as a monument
of learning to inform future generations
of the knowledge of the basic sciences
had by the mystery schools at that time.

So with the most solemn spirit and in
utter silence we proceeded. The entire
experience invited silence. Ordinary
conversation and comments would have
seemed so absurd, so meaningless in
contrast to the thought that was put
into this stupendous structure, the
wealth of knowledge it represented, the
experiences of those who had gone be
fore us in this same place. Finally, with
gratitude, we came to a rest at a level
stage. W alking along this level path
way. which was considerably more nar
row than the Grand Gallery, we entered
a portal — an opening seemingly cut
through a sheer block of limestone, of
about seven feet in height and three feet
in width. Passing through this we came
into a large chamber known as the
Queen’s Chamber, about twenty-five
feet in length and sixteen or twenty
feet in width, with a comparatively low
ceiling, absolutely plain, no inscriptions,
no symbolism, nothing to indicate either
the life or death of its builders.

Other facts are that the pyramid is
in the exact center of the land surface
of the earth; the fact that the weight of
the Pyramid is the same as the weight
of the earth in proportion to its size;
and further, that it was used as an
astronomical o b s e rv a to ry , showing
knowledge of astronomy. A ny engineer
knows that the builders of the Great
Pyramid must have been possessed of
exceptional engineering skill and ingen
uity to build the structure. Its great
blocks of stone are perfectly mathema
tically proportioned. Their ends are
fitted together so perfectly and held by
such a thin and yet exceptionally ad
hesive mortar that not even a sheet of
paper can be inserted between them.
They were hewn out so accurately that
each block of stone does not vary from
a straight line and an accurate square
more than a hundredth of an inch in a
length of six feet.

A fter leaving the Queen's Chamber
we returned to the Grand Gallery once
It must be explained at this point that again and continued our ascent for a
the prophecies of the Great Pyramid are few minutes longer. Except for the
not based mainly upon inscriptions feeble torch-like light every fifteen or
found on the walls or in papyrus scrolls, twenty feet, fastened by metal brackets
for there was practically nothing left or to the smooth stone sides in recent
found in the Great Pyramid to reveal times, the passageway would have been
anything of the times of the Pyramid it inky black. Finally the uneven flooring,
self or of the future which the Pyramid which really consists of stone blocks of
prophesies. The prognostications are which the Pyramid itself is built with
based upon the dimensions and the ar niches to keep one from slipping be
rangement of the dimensions of the cause of the steep incline, levelled out
Great Pyramid, its passageways, their and a few feet ahead of us it appeared
height, length, and breadth, the height as though the passageway with the
of the Pyramid, length and breadth of walls converging to a width of about
the stones, the distances from one pas four feet was blocked by a huge stone,
sageway to another. There is a numeri one of the masonry blocks upended. As
cal uniformity to the dimensions, and we went up to it we noticed that there
this uniformity has given mathemati had been carved through it also a tun
cians, scientists and others a mathema nel-like passageway, the deeper shadow
tical key, and with this key the different of the entrance not having been notice
proportions and mathematical arrange able further back. The height of this
ments of the Great Pyramid have been tunnel-like passageway was not suffiOne hundred seventy-seven

cient to allow us to walk erect and we
were again obliged to crawl on hands
and knees. W e crawled a length of
about sixteen feet, then stood upright
in a large chamber, the height of which
was about twelve or fourteen feet,
length about thirty feet, width about
twenty feet. This was the King’s
Chamber, known as the Hall of Illumi
nation. It, too, was perfectly bare of
all furnishings, inscriptions, hierogly
phics,—in fact, everything with the ex
ception that at the end opposite from
which we entered was a large sarcopha
gus of stone. The sarcophagus, in fact,
was one of the blocks of masonry of
which the Great Pyramid is constructed,
and it was lying in a horizontal position
in the center of the end of the chamber.
The upper portion of the block had
been sawed or cut away, and the re
minder had been hollowed out to con
form to the genera] contour of the hu
man body, and thus it formed the sar
cophagus or coffin of some pharaoh or
eminent person — so relate the sagas.
M any believe it was the burial place of
the Pharaoh Cheops. However, there
is nothing in the sarcophagus at this
time, nothing inscribed upon it that
would confirm this theory and there
never has been found anything that
would definitely establish the fact that
the Great Pyramid was built solely as a
burial place, with this tomb-room as its
final purpose. One immediately gains
the impression, which supports legends
that have come down through the ages
as well as the more recent discoveries
of which we will speak later, that this
sarcophagus was used for initiation.

taught facts, the result of inquiry and
investigation, made to prove the laws,
made to apply them to their own lives,
and as they learned these lessons they
advanced, degree by degree, chamber
by chamber, until eventually they were
permitted to share in the council meet
ings of the Hall of Illumination, and
from there they went forth in the world
to spread the knowledge they had
learned, to gather about them other neo
phytes whom they sought out and to
teach them as they had been taught. All
around this great temple of learning,
this Pyramid, at that time greed, fear,
avarice, ignorance and superstition pre
vailed. These dual conditions have al
ways existed. The learned men of that
time—those who had attained the Hall
of Illumination—could not go out among
the multitudes and immediately convert
them to understanding. They would
only have lost their lives if they had at
tempted it, and nothing would have
been gained.

In this Hall of Illumination, this
King's Chamber, there met at intervals
only the highest adepts and the most
highly developed and learned of the
members of this mystery school, this
early Egyptian Brotherhood of learning.
It was in this King’s Chamber that the
council meetings were held, where poli
cies were decided upon which shaped
the course of many human lives at that
time. It was in this chamber that all the
facts of reality, all the knowledge which
The
man had acquired by virtue of experi
Rosicrucian ence and investigation, were classified
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and related and made into an under
June
standable, livable philosophy of life. In
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the lower chambers the students were

W e stood about, none of us speak
ing, just thinking, each within the world
of his own thoughts trying to visualize
what had occurred in this very stone
chamber, in this heart of a past civiliza
tion centuries ago. There also flashed
through our minds the fact that many
occult and mystical organizations, so
proclaiming themselves, had prophesied
a dire event for the world upon this
very day, September 16, 1936. They
had contended that it meant, if not the
end of the world, a serious catastrophe
which would shatter civilization; that it
would mean the ruination of humanity,
or perhaps the very atoms of the Great
Pyramid itself would fly asunder. W e

So the real purpose of the Great Py
ramid was kept secret. To many at that
time it was considered merely a place
of worship where mysterious religious
rites took place, and the ambassadors of
light and wisdom of that period were
forced to seek here and there one who
was ready or worthy to take the vows
at the altar between the paws of the
Sphinx at a certain hour at night, and
then be led through the secret passage
w ay «— discovered in recent time by
Selim Hassam. eminent archaeologist,
to have led into the Great Pyramid
itself.
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ordinary mundane feelings and sensa
tions which he experiences daily. But
none of us expected the result. W e
heard, not alone Frater Brower's in
tonations, but it seemed the chorus of a
million voices besides. W ith the very
utterance of the first vowel it seemed as
though he had struck a key which un
W ith all of this, we had a sense of locked voices that had been imprisoned
satisfaction that we had been chosen as in stone for centuries awaiting a magic
representatives by one of the very few word or tone for release, and the sounds
and the largest of the occult mystical came back to us from the walls and the
organizations who took the position that floor and the ceiling like a chorus of
September 16, 1936, was to see the ful cries of freedom, as though we had lib
fillment of a prophecy of the Great P y erated imprisoned beings. It was start
ramid, BUT instead of disaster and de ling. He continued the vowel sounds
struction and ruination it was to be a for a period of at least five minutes. W e
constructive transition. It was to begin seemed to sway. W e lost sense of time
a change in business, in international and space. W e were swept along with
outlook, and the AM O RC , the Rosicru- this strange current of psychic emotion
cian Order, to show its faith in its inter alism, and it seemed for several minutes
pretation of the prophecy of the Great (it must have been just seconds) after
Pyramid, sent its representatives to be he ceased his intonation the sounds con
present in the very heart of it upon that tinued to reverberate from wall, ceiling
day. There was no feeling of depres and floor. Then all was quiet; the silence
sion, but a feeling of elation, of intense was deeper by contrast than it had been
excitement, like the minute of lull before before.
a great storm when the boughs of trees
W e felt rejuvenated. Fatigue from
are motionless, when not even a leaf can
be seen to move, when all nature seems the ascent was gone. Any fear that any
in suspense, waiting for a signal to re of us may have had with respect to the
lease her fury. This suspense did not in stories of what was to occur in the
stil fear, but rather expectancy that Great Pyramid seemed absurd to us
something stupendous of a Cosmic na now. W e felt secure, and a sense of
ture was taking place, or would, shortly. contentment and peace came over us as
though, unwittingly, we had accomplish
It was then that there was performed ed a great good, which we may come to
a ceremony that none of us shall ever realize in this lifetime or we may not.
forget, and it was the first time that it
had been performed since the days of
Our guide was waiting for us outside
the activity of the Great Pyramid itself the low circular passageway. As we
— the time when the mystic brother started through it, he begged me to stop
hoods held their regular ceremonies in in the middle of the passageway in my
it. This ceremony was the intonation crouched position until he crawled
of the mystic vibratory vowel sounds. through, reaching me. W e could not
Frater Brower stepped forward and pass each other. He looked into my
turned so that his back was to the cen face from his position on his hands and
ter of the great sarcophagus. The rest knees and said, "At this particular
of us stood on either side of the cham point where you are, you can safely
ber. and then he proceeded to intone arise and stand erect." I twisted my
these sacred vowel sounds, the vibra head into a position so that I could look
tions of which have a definite effect above, and there to my surprise im
upon the emotional and psychic natures mediately above me was a small shaft
of man. The vibrations under ordinary just large enough to accommodate my
circumstances are intended to, and do, body. I moved into a position so that as
excite these centers of man's sym I arose the upper portion of my body
pathetic nervous system and have a would rise into the shaft over head. It
tendency to elevate his consciousness, was inky black, because I could not then
to exhilarate him, lift him above the see the light of the circular passageway

recalled, all of us. to ourselves, articles
we had read within the last forty-eight
hours in magazines, in newspapers, set
ting forth these prophecies by leaders
of various sects and cults from every
part of the world. The eyes of the world
were on this Pyramid.
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in which I stood. He said, "Reach above
you with your right hand as far as you
can.” I brought my right hand up close
to my body until I eventually stretched
it far above my head. He said, "Now
place your hand against the stone wall
immediately in front of you.” This I
did. He continued, "Now, move your
hand until you feel a projection of stone,
about the size of your hand.” I moved
my hand slowly against the cold,
smooth, stone surface until it struck
against an oblong projection. He said,
“Place your hand upon it.” I did. I
noticed that it fitted my hand as though
it had been shaped to be held in a
closed hand like something that was in
tended to be carried by the hand. I
pulled against it to see if it was loose.
I commented on this. He explained:
"W hat you feel has been shaped out of
the stone block of which it is a part.
The block has been cut away from the
raised portion. Your hand now rests on
the exact center of the Great Pyramid.
It is the mathematical center. The dis
tance from the point of your hand to
the apex of the Pyramid and to the base
and to the various sides is exactly the
same. Furthermore, you are now grasp
ing what is known as the Pyramidal
inch. That stone, that particular size,
was the unit of measurement used by
the Egyptians in building this very edi
fice, and to commemorate that unit of
measurement it was carved on the side
of one of the blocks of the Pyramid and
placed in the exact center where it now
rests.”
W h at master mathematicians, what
genius in a time and an age when the
world likes to think of mankind having
dwelt in utter ignorance! W ith a feel
ing akin to reverence, I rejoined the
party, and soon we had left the cool
ness of the Great Pyramid with its con
stant temperature of 68 degrees Fahren
heit for the now blistering desert
outside.
The party then returned to Cairo
with the exception of Frater Brower
and myself. W e proceeded to locate
The
one of the huge exterior blocks of stone
Rosicrucian of the Pyramid, in the shade, and there
Digest
we sat and ate our lunch overlooking
June
the plateau of the Sahara Desert and
the green Nile and Delta; also looking
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down toward the mud huts on the site
of the old city of Gizeh.
Early in the afternoon we sought out
the recent excavations of that eminent
archaeologist, Selim Hassan. W e climb
ed down and through the Pyramid
Temple. This Temple was quite some
distance from the Great Pyramid itself,
and originally was connected with it by
a long ramp or causeway. M any pre
liminary ceremonies were held in this
Temple, and then from there the partic
ipants, candidates, and neophytes, in a
picturesque procession walked along
these ramps and causeways to the Great
Pyramid and concluded their rites. Just
recently, in this Pyramid Temple, there
was excavated the sarcophagus and
mummy of a princess, a daughter of
Cheops. W e photographed hundreds of
feet of film of the more recent excava
tions of the Sphinx, showing how the
paws were not hewn out of masonry as
the upper portion of the body, but con
sisted of flat stones of about four inches
in thickness, laid one upon the other,
forming layers, and then shaped as we
now see them. W e commented upon the
great crime committed by Napoleon
when he ordered his men to fire upon
the Sphinx, defacing it, to show his dis
respect for the Egyptians’ veneration
of it.
A fter filming with professional cam
eras, by special permission, many other
structures in and around the Great Py
ramid, we went closer to examine and
photograph with still camera the colon
naded court or entrance to a newly ex
cavated temple, at the base of the Pyra
mid. O f a different type stone than the
Pyramid itself, it seemed marble-like
against the background. W e commented
upon the fact that this very ancient
structure had Doric-like columns, the
architectural form credited to the much
later Grecian period. W e were to dis
cover, however, that the Egyptians used
this type of column quite commonly,
and it is still believed by archaeologists
that there is no connection between the
Doric column and the column to which
we have referred.
It was late in the day as we pre
pared for our return. W e departed by
camel to a point where we could again
load our equipment in a modern motor
One hundred eighty

car. W e looked up at the Great Pyra
mid. It had changed. It was now color
ful. The setting sun had given it a
golden glow. Its ragged contour, caused
by the exposed blocks of masonry, cast
patches of deep shadow, purple in hue.
The shadows seemed to be creeping up
from the desert itself, rapidly approach
ing, soon to engulf it in darkness.
W e retired to our hotel early, for to

morrow the Nile was to reveal another
chapter of civilization's tale. Each mile
almost, as one travels along that great
river, one has unfolded to him a story
of man’s oast accomplishments, glory,
power, failure, hopes and misfortunes.
Therefore we now looked forward to
Luxor, or the ancient city of Thebes,
once glorious capital of Egypt when in
all her power and splendor.

(To be continued next month)
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ATTEND TH E R O S IC R U C IA N C O N V E N T IO N

ANCIENT SYMBOLISM
Man, when conscious of an eternal truth, has ever symbolized it so that the
human consciousness could forever have realization of it. Nations, languages and
customs have changed, but these ancient designs continue to illuminate mankind
with their mystic light. For those who are seeking light, each month we will
reproduce a symbol or symbols, with their ancient meaning.

ABU SE OF KN O W LED GE
This illustration is an allegory
alluding to the intoxication that
comes from an excess of knowl
edge which is acquired without
proper mental digestion; that is,
cogitation and reflection. The
tree with the trunk in the form
of a woman alludes to temporal
or sensual knowledge. The fruit
of this tree can be eaten with
benefit by man if digested and
used for the purpose for which
it exists. But if man indulges too freely, the fruit soon intoxicates
him, robs him of his reason and normal powers. This state of in
toxication is indicated by the reclining male figures. Briefly, the
---------- 5

"

edge only to the degree of his ability to master
and direct it, or else it gains control of him.
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The “Cathedral of the Soul” is a Cosmic meeting place for all minds of the
advanced and highly developed spiritual members and workers o f the
Roslcruciao Fraternity. It is a focal point of Cosmic radiations and thought
waves from which radiate vibrations of health, peace, happiness, and Inner
awakening. Various periods of the day are set aside when many thousands
of minds are attuned with the Cathedral of the Soul, and others attuning with
the Cathedral at this time will receive the benefit of the vibrations. Those who
are not members of the organization may share in the unusual benefits as well
as those who are members. The book called “Liber 777“ describes the periods
for various contacts with the Cathedral. Copies will be sent to persons who
are not members by addressing their request for this book to Friar S. P. C-, care
of AM O R C Temple, San Jose, California, enclosing three cents in postage
stamps. (Please state whether member or not—this is important.)

most

W INDOW S OF THE SOUL
S I sit here looking
out of the window
of this room, there
comes to me the
thought that awindow, an accepted,
rather insignificant
thing, serves two
g r e a t purposes:
First, i t permits
light to enter this
room— light which
makes it possible
not only for me to
The
Rosicrueian do the work that I must do here, but
light from the source which furnishes
Digest
life and vitality for all that lives. Also,
June
on this day, it permits me to get a
glimpse of what is outside the confines
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of this room and makes life better, be
cause I not only can see what is there,
but I can anticipate the pleasures and
enjoyment of the outdoors in which I,
and all other living things, can partici
pate when the day's work is done.
This physical window, admitting ac
tual light, will cause us to think even
further of the windows of life that are
the means by which enters the light of
life, wisdom, and knowledge. Just as
different rooms and different windows
with different exposures, or possibly of
different materials, affect the light which
enters, so the soul of man looks out to
the universe and is able to gain its con
ception of all that is, due to the window
through which it looks.
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the living example of all good expressed
in this face.
And so while we, as human beings,
are ever inclined to project ourselves
into our environment and behold it
through our own narrow and limited
opinions, we should at the same time
strive to become what we behold by
reaching out and seeking for something
greater than what may be objectively
manifest to us in our immediate environ
ment.
A great task which lies before man,
then, is to literally clean and brighten
the windows of his soul, because just as
Two individuals look out of their own pure sunlight cannot enter a discolored
beings and see, physically and objec or dirty window, neither can the pure
tively, the same thing; but one sees all light of wisdom and the great sustain
that is good, all that is worthy in the ing and understanding light of the
object or act under observation, while Cosmic and of God enter into the life
the other sees one feature which, to of he who does not prepare the means
him, is not good, not worthy of man's by which his life may receive them.
Man has sought to contact these
consideration, and from that one feature
he conceives that the whole thing which greater forces, to understand and utilize
he perceives is valueless or even im more completely the knowledge of the
moral. Men see through the windows of universe, and so many have, in order
their beings, windows colored with their to accomplish this purpose, isolated
own narrowness of perception, colored themselves from all worldly things with
with their previous understanding and the thought in mind that they could thus
established opinions. In other words, make it more possible to reach these
higher levels. They attempted to put all
man beholds what he is.
temptation outside their environment.
This might appear to be rather a They hoped to attain what they did not
hopeless state for man, because with have by eliminating what they did have.
this understanding man is apparently Thus, great mystics and philosophers
limited by his environment. However, of old have devoted their lives to un
man need not be limited by his en told hardship; have deprived themselves
vironment because there remains the of many of the accepted needs of life in
innate ability of man, not only to con order to behold afar the true state of
tinue to perceive what he is, but to be cosmic consciousness— of oneness with
hold greater things— behold the best God— that they might be brought to a
works of man expressed in art, music, greater state of understanding and de
in religion, in philosophy or even nature velopment by depriving themselves of
itself; and in so perceiving these better material things of the world.
things he may raise his level of think
It is not necessary that the student on
ing; he may aspire toward the ideals
the
path, or he who is a potential mystic,
which he sees or beholds and become
shall completely isolate himself at all
like them.
times from his environment, but it is
Hawthorne told in his story, "The imperative that he who wishes to con
Great Stone Face," of how many sought tact and gain knowledge and illumina
to be the actual incorporation or incar tion from higher sources must at times
nation of all the noble attributes as ex take himself completely apart from the
pressed in this face, yet it was the one routine and daily cares and consecrate
man who contemplated the character of some time to the purpose which he has
the face daily, and raised his thoughts set before him.
through volition on his own part to that
A ll who so desire to meet together
which he idealistically supposed the face with others of like minds seeking to see
represented, who became in actual life beyond their material limitations, are in-

There are those who have no other
windows except the objective faculties
which man is given to perceive the ma
terial world about him. To these people
the world is limited to material stan
dards, to material conceptions. There
are not open to them the windows which
let in all the light of the universe. Man,
therefore, colors his whole life by that
which he perceives. Someone has said,
"To the pure, all things are pure;” and
we might say in exact opposite, to the
impure, all things are impure, negative
and lacking in those qualities which are
for the betterment of mankind.
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in this great cathedral aid each one
to better his own life and the life of
others.
To all who read this, whether mem
bers or not, the Rosicrucians issue an in
vitation to join in these daily periods
of contact in the Cathedral of the Soul.
Upon request we will send you the
book, Liber 777, which describes and
explains the purposes and aims of this
great cathedral.

vited to join with all those who come
at regular periods to the Cathedral of
the Soul— a cathedral assemblage where,
from every part of the whole world,
those who are masters and those who
only seek to be masters, and possibly
those who are only humble students
merely trying to learn what they may
behold through the windows of their
souls, assemble daily for attunement.
The combined efforts of all so assembled
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One Spring Morning
B y S oror M

a r ia n

SEEM to catch a
whiff of Ireland in
the air these fresh
Spring d a y s . O
my, the grass is
green! And I lift
this rain-grey veil
of nineteen thirty
seven. Memory of
childish games will
help to lift it. Re
member when a
ring of you, handclasped together,
hopped about with a leader in the cen
ter of the ring? He, or she, said “pretty”
or “ugly,” and e v e ry o n e loosened
tensions and at — "Still pond, no more
moving,” each pose was set. Beautiful
or otherwise! Your leader chose the
most beautiful or ugly to direct the next
round of bending, swinging figures.
Yesterday morning a glance through
my kitchen window made me feel some
one had said, “Still pond, no more mov
ing." W h at remains of a hard maple
tree (after insects, woodpeckers, vandal
boys with sharp-toothed saws, and
The
Rosicrucian lightning have done their worst) is try
ing to be “beautiful” this Spring. Yes
Digest
terday those long pointed buds were
June
swollen large, each one at the end of a
tiny twig, which in turn is nothing more
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than a slip-stitch on a branch of a larger
limb, and they all pointed upwards. A
couple of sparrows came to sit among
the branches and remove water from
their dainty feathers. Alternately they
spread wings to run a tiny beak througn
the feathers. And suddenly, there,
framed in my kitchen window with a
mingled blue and cloud-grey back
ground, was a beautiful pattern for Irish
lace, the bud-picots interlacing threads
of twigs, and sparrows making the ros
ettes by a graceful spread of the wing.
From another window I saw a large
sharp-eyed robin nab the tail end of a
large worm, emphatically withdrawing
him from the hole, then hopping away
with satiated disgust.
There are no rasping noises from the
radio since our electricity has been dis
connected. I think more often there are
sweet tones arising from the childrens’
violin. They hunger for its sweetness
now. I pick up a book on Comparative
Literature, and there find that ancient
Semetic races were prone to natural
comparisons in poetry and writings:
“W e rise at sunrise,
W e rest at sunset,
Dig wells and drink,
Till our fields and eat—
W h at is the strength of the Emperor
to us?"
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The Holy Guide
A ROSICRUCIAN MYSTIC LEGEND FROM THE ORIGINAL
1662 EDITION BY JOHN HEYDON
P art

IV

T h e A r r iv a l o f a R o s ic r u c ia n M a s t e r

T TH AT time six
or seven days were
past, and I became
acquainted with a
merchant o f the
city, whose name
was Nicholas W a lford. He w as a
Jew, and circum
cised; f o r t h e y
have s o me Jews
yet r e ma i n i n g
among them whom
they leave to their
own religion. They may the better do
this because these give unto our Saviour
many high attributes, and love the na
tion of Chassalonia extremely.
This man of whom I speak acknowl
edged that Christ was born of a virgin,
and that he was more than a man; and
he would tell how God made him ruler
of the Seraphim which guard His
throne; and they call him also the way
"Emepht" and the “Eliah" of the Mes
siah, and many other high names. And
as for the country of Apamia, the Holy
Island or Chassalonia ( for it is all one
place) this man would make no end of
commending it. He was desirous—by
tradition among the Jews there— to have
it believed that the people thereof were
of the generations of Abraham, by an
other son, whom they call Nachoran;
and that Moses, by a secret Cabala, or
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dained the Laws of the Rosy Cross
which they now use; and that when the
Messiah should come, and sit on his
throne at Hierusalem, the King of Chas
salonia should sit at his feet, whereas
other kings should keep a great distance.
But yet, setting aside the Jewish dreams,
the man was a wise man, and learned,
and of great policy, and excellently
versed in the laws and customs of that
nation.
One day, among other discourses, I
told him that I was much affected with
the relation I had, from some of the
company, of their custom in holding the
feast of the fraternity, and that I had
never heard of a solemnity wherein na
ture did so much preside. And, because
propagation of families proceeds from
the Nuptial copulation, I desired to
know of him what laws and customs
they had concerning marriage; and
whether they kept marriage well; and
whether they were tied to one wife. For
where population is so much affected,
as it seemed to be with them, there is
commonly permission for a plurality of
wives.
To this he said: “You have reason to
commend that excellent institution of
the Feast of the Family. And indeed we
have experienced that those families
that are partakers of the blessing of that
feast flourish and prosper ever after in
an extraordinary manner. But hear me

now, and I will tell you what I know.
You shall understand, then, that there
is not under the Heavens so chaste a
Nation as this of Apamia, nor so free
from all pollution or foulness. It is the
virgin of the world. I remember I have
read in one of your European books of
an holy hermit among you that desired
to see the spirit of fornication, and there
appeared to him a little foul, ugly
Aethiope. But if he had desired to see
the Spirit of Chastity of the Holy
Island, it would have appeared to him
in the likeness of a fair, beautiful
cherubin.
‘‘There is nothing among mortal men
more fair and admirable than the chaste
minds of this people. Know therefore,
that with them there are no stews, no
dissolute houses, no courtesans, nor
anything of that kind. Nay they wonder
(with detestation) at you in Europe,
who permit such things. They say ye
have put marriage out of office: For
marriage is ordained a remedy for un
lawful concupiscence, and natural con
cupiscence seems a spur to marriage.
But when men have at hand a remedy
more agreeable to their corrupt will,
marriage is almost expulsed. And there
fore there are in your country infinite
men that marry not, but choose rather a
libertine and impure single life, than to
be yoked in marriage. And many that
do marry, marry late, when the prime
and strength of their years is past. And
when they do marry, what is marriage
to them, but a very bargain, wherein is
sought alliance, or portion, or reputa
tion, with some desire (almost indiffer
ent) of issue: and not the faithful nup
tial union of man and wife that was
first instituted. Neither is it possible
that those that have cast away so basely
so much of their strength should greatly
esteem children as chaste men do.
“So likewise during marriage is the
case much amended, as it ought to be if
those things were tolerated only for
necessity? No, but they remain still a
very affront to marriage. The haunting
of those dissolute places, or resort to
The
Courtesans, are no more punished in
Rosicrucian married men than in bachelors. And the
Digest
depraved custom of change and the de
June
light in meretricious embracements
(where sin is turned into art) makes
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marriage a dull thing, and a kind of im
position or tax.
"They hear you defend these things,
as done to avoid greater evils: as advoutries. deflowering of virgins, un
natural lust and the like; but they say
this is a preposterous wisdom: and they
call it 'Lot's offer,' who, to save his
guests from abusing, offered his daugh
ters. Nay, they say further, that there
is little gained in this, for that the same
vices and appetites do still remain and
abound: unlawful lusts being like a fur
nace, that if you stop the flames alto
gether, it will quench, but if you give it
any vent it will rage. A s for masculine
love, they have no touch of it, and yet
there are not so faithful and inviolate
friendships in the world again as are
there. And to speak generally, as I said
before, I have not read of any such
chastity in any people as theirs. Their
usual saying is that whosoever is un
chaste cannot reverence himself: and
they say that the reverence of a man’s
self is, next religion, the chiefest bridle
of all vice.”
And when he had said this, the good
Jew paused a little, whereupon I, far
more willing to hear him speak on than
to speak myself, yet thinking it decent
that upon his pause of speech I should
not be altogether silent, said only this:
that I would say to him, as the widow of
Serepta said to Elias, that he was come
to bring to memory our sins, and that
I confessed the righteousness of Apamia
was greater than the righteousness of
Europe. A t which speech he bowed his
head, and went on in this manner.
"They have also many wise and ex
cellent jaws touching marriage. They
allow no polygamy. They have ordained
that none do intermarry or contract
until a month be past from their first
interview. Marriage without consent of
parents they do not make void, but they
mulct it in the inheritors: for the chil
dren of such marriages are not permit
ted to inherit more than a third part of
their Parents’ inheritance.
"I have read in a book of one of your
men, of a feigned commonwealth where
the married couple are permitted, before
they contract, to see one another naked.
This the Holy Islanders dislike: for they
think it humiliating to give a refusal
after so familiar knowledge. But, beOne hundred eighty-six

ders of gold, and the back had the like
of emeralds of the Peru color. There
was also a radiant sun of gold upon the
top, in the midst; and on the top before,
a small cherub of gold with wings dis
played. The chariot was covered with
cloth of gold tissued upon blue.
He had before him fifty young men
attendants, all in white satin loose coats
to the mid leg, and stockings of white
silk, and shoes of blue velvet, and hats
of blue velvet with fine plumes of divers
colours set round like hat bands. Next
before the chariot went two men bare
headed, girt in linen garments down to
the foot and shoes of blue velvet; one
carried a crosier, the other a pastoral
staff like a sheep hook. Neither of them
was of metal, but the crosier of palmwood, the pastoral staff of cedar. Horse
men he had none, neither before nor be
hind his chariot (as it seemed to avoid
all tumult and trouble). Behind his
chariot went all the officers and princi
pals of the companies of the city.
He sat alone upon cushions of a kind
of excellent blue plush; and under his
foot were curious carpets of silk of
divers colours, like the Persian but far
finer. He held up his bare hand as he
went, as blessing the people, but in
silence. The street was wonderfully well
kept, so that there was never any army
had their men stand in better battlearray than the people stood. The win
dows likewise were not crowded, but
every one stood in them as if they had
been placed. W hen the show was past,
the Jew said to me: "I shall not be able
to attend you as I would because of a
charge the city has layed upon me for
the entertaining of this Rosicrucian.”
Three days later the Jew came to us
again and said: “Ye are happy men; for
the father of the Temple of the Rosy
Cross takes notice of your being here,
and commands me to tell you that he
will admit all your company to his
presence, and have private conference
with one of you that ye shall choose.
For this he hath appointed the day after
tomorrow, and, because he means to
give you his blessing, he has appointed
it in the forenoon.”

cause of many hidden defects in men's
and women’s bodies, they have a more
civil way. They have, near every town,
a couple of pools (which they call
Adam’s and Eve's pools), where it is
permitted to one of the friends of the
man and one of the friends of the wom
an, to see them severally bathe naked."
As we were thus in conference there
came a richly dressed messenger who
spoke with the Jew. Whereupon he
turned to me and said: "You will par
don me. for I am commanded away in
haste.”
The next morning he came to me
again and said joyfully: "W ord has
come to the governor of the City that
one of the fathers of the Temple of the
Rosy Cross or Holy House will be here
this day seven-night. W e have seen
none of them this dozen years. His
coming is in state; but the cause of his
coming is secret. I will provide you
and your fellows with a good standing
(place) to see his entry.” I thanked him
and told him I was most glad of the
news.
The day having come, he made his
entry. He was a man of middle stature
and age, comely of person, and had an
aspect as if he pitied men. He was
clothed in a robe of fine black cloth with
wide sleeves, and a cape. His under
garment was of excellent white linen
down to the foot, girt with a girdle of
the same; and a Sindon or tippet of the
same was about his neck. He had
gloves that were curious, and set with
stones: and shoes of peach-coloured
velvet. His neck was bare to the should
ers. His hat was like a helmet, or
Spanish Montera; and his brown locks
curled below it decently. His beard was
cut round, and of the same colour with
his hair, somewhat lighter. He was car
ried in a rich chariot without wheels,
litter-wise, with two horses at either
end richly trapped in a blue embroidered
velvet, and two footmen on each side in
the like attire.
The chariot was all of cedar gilt and
adorned with crystal; save that the fore
end had panels of sapphire set in bor

(To be continued next month)
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Tomorrow s Karma
By

F rater M cC aleb Lash ,

E K N O W that as
we sow so must
we reap. Does the
C h u rch m an still
wish an angry God
to punish sin? He
does punish it, not
as one angry, but
as one who is just.
Sin is not like the
naughtiness of a
child, to be pun
ished by a slipper.
It is a breaking of
God s Laws, which breaking always
bears its own consequences. If I violate
the law of gravitation and walk off the
roof of the house, I fall, not as a punish
ment for violating the law but because a
violation of the law entails its own con
sequences. So if I do wrong, I suffer.
No pardon, no repentance, avails to
wash away the sin. It entails its own
punishment, leaves forever its own scar,
thereby I am taught not to sin.
But the consequence of my violation
of God’s law is that the scar remains.
I may not work out my own redemption
before death has seized me. The con
sequences of that wrong go on just the
same, and when next my undying soul
Seeks physical embodiment, the stain of
my sin still on it, the law is still opera
tive and justice still demands of me the
working out of my own redemption.
The
Rosicrucian The ' sins of the father are visited upon
the children" is true, not as a punish
Digest
ment, but as a simple, just working-out
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of the rule of the law. This is Karma.
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what I have done in this embodiment,
but for what I did in another body. Joy
is mine, not always for my own merits,
but for the good I did when here before.
Is not this justice? Is not this right?
Does not this explain why life is as it is?
The dogma of forgiveness of sin was
the outgrowth of the dogma of the
Vicarious Atonement. Man in all ages
has sought by subterfuge to escape the
consequences of his acts. It is charac
teristic of the undeveloped character to
evade responsibilities.
The word Karma was incorporated
into the English language some thirty
years ago, because of its concise meta
physical meaning, and is now found in
all our best dictionaries. It means not
only physical action, but ethical causa
tion— Cause and Effect. It is the Law
Jesus our Great Master referred to
when He said: “Judge Not, that ye be
not judged, For with what judgment ye
judge, ye shall be judged, and with
what measure ye shall mete, it shall be
measured to you again.’' And the law
St. Paul referred to when he wrote, “Be
not deceived; God is not mocked, for
whatsoever a man soweth, that shall he
also reap.”
According to the Hindoo religion,
man enters each earth-life in that en
vironment which his own past Karma—
thoughts and actions— has made.
The Rosicrucian Mystic recognizes
the fact that his present thoughts and
actions are shaping his future, in this
incarnation as well as in his next life on
earth. Too great an emphasis is usually
placed on Karma as an effect and too
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little as a cause; hence both the Hindoo
and most Occidental students of eastern
religions and philosophies are apt to re
gard their fate, even though self-made,
as inexorable. They do not seem to
grasp the fact that their fate, being
self-made, can be self-modified; in other
words, they do not give due weight to
Free W ill.
The young student of Occultism is
apt to take that same view of Karma,
for as we said, most undeveloped per
sons are fatalistic at heart.
There is no question that has been
asked so often as this one. “If my en
vironment is Karmic, how can I change
it?" And the reply is, "Remember that
Karma is a cause as well as an effect;
remember that you have free will, and
can therefore either wait passively for
the law to change your environment,
which it will do in time, or you can
modify it now by putting new causes
into action."
In saying that man has free will I do
not wish to be understood to claim that
he has absolute freedom of will. But he
has the freedom to use, or to neglect to
use. the forces of Nature; the freedom
to work with, or against, Divine 'Will,
which is Natural Law. In this sense,
then, a man’s freedom of will grows as
his knowledge of natural law grows.
And there are men on earth whose
knowledge of nature, and of occult
forces, is so profound as to make their
wills seem to set at naught even Na
ture's Laws. Not only is a man’s will
limited by his lack of knowledge of
Divine W ill, but it is often modified, for
a time, by the will of some other man.
Therefore, it may be better to say that
man has freedom of will under the Law.
The right to will carries with it the
responsibility of willing; they are as in
separable as Cause and Effect. Every
time a man wills, desires or thinks,
Divine Mind passively takes the imprint
of his thought pictures, as a sensitive
plate receives an image. Straightway
Divine Mind commences to materialize
this picture for the thinker; and if that
picture is never destroyed it will eventualize in a day, a week, a month, a year
— or perhaps in another life, depending
upon the force and power of the think
er and the frequency of the repetition
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of the thought. Each man. therefore, in
time, receives his own thought crea
tions, his own measure is meted to him
again; he reaps what he has sown.
Regarding the aid and sympathy we
must render to our brother, struggling
in the meshes wrought by his own acts,
we must take care that we judge not,
neither withhold. That is our part, if
we are progressing spiritually. By these
acts of mercy and love are we destined
to mitigate the Karma of some suffering
soul which is thus brought into touch
with heavenly ministrations, and gradu
ally released from the operations of the
law.
Cause and Effect follow one another
with unerring accuracy, but woe be to
the one who stands aside through mis
understanding of the Karmic Law, and
withholds the kindly oil which shall al
leviate another's pain! New Karmic
conditions and a disastrous chain of
cause and effect would thus be estab
lished. reacting upon the one who shall
judge his brother, withholding sym
pathy and help! Doing so, we are in
volved in our own acts, and the condi
tions which they create. These we have
begotten; with our brother’s we have
naught to do, save to love him and help
him. W e do not necessarily reincarnate
in order that we may commit all of the
sins (ignorances) which we are in the
midst of here; but if we fail in help or
compassion for our brother who has
fallen into the mire, then shall we be
brought into such personal relation with
those same evils that we shall learn,
through experience, to be merciful, un
derstanding. and to judge not.
The solving of the riddle of human
ity will be brought much nearer through
the understanding of the doctine of re
incarnation, together with that of the
Law of Karma.
The laborer goes forth to return at
nightfall. Earth is more than a startingpoint. Its seed-times and harvest are
wrought out here. But the Eternal Har
vest is the rendering unto God of the
accumulated talents of many lives,
which we have faithfully garnered up
through the ages of probation and trial
here. This makes it imperative that we
live well and royally, and to live well,
is to Love Much.

Each hour of the day finds the men of science cloistered unostentatiously in
laboratories, investigating nature's mysteries and extending the boundaries of
knowledge. The world at large, although profiting by their labors, oftentimes is
deprived of the pleasure of reviewing their work, since general periodicals and
publications announce only those sensational discoveries which appeal to the
popular imagination.
It is with pleasure, therefore, that we afford our readers a monthly summary
of some of these scientific researches, and briefly relate them to the Rosicrucian
philosophy and doctrines. To the Science Journal, unless otherwise specified,
we give full credit for all matter which appears in quotations.

Is There No Further Need For Philosophy?
A V E the highly de
veloped scien ces
supplanted philos
ophy? This ques
tion can only be
a n s w e r e d by de
termining the need
for science. W h at
end is served by
intensive and ex
h a u s t i v e search
for the causes of
natural phenome
na? Aside from
the personal satisfaction it affords the
investigators to know the number of
elements of which our earth is com
posed, the distance the Cosmic bodies
are from us, and the nature of universal
energies, is there another purpose in ac
quiring such facts?
Such a question immediately brings
forth a chorus of defense. W e are told
of the many ways in which this knowl
edge of natural law has been applied to
utilitarian problems. Man can now
The
travel faster with a greater degree of
Rosicrucian comfort,
speak across continents and
Digest
seas, build stupendous structures, ex
June
plore ocean depths, and journey far
into the atmospheric belt above the
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earth. Accomplishments of this nature,
we are further told, afford man greater
health, higher standards of living, here
tofore unheard of luxuries, more leisure
time, and greater happiness, These,
then, constitute the ends of a scientific
inquiry into the mysteries of nature. It
is the reason given for the search for
knowledge.
Though science diligently strives to
further these ends, it is agreed that
science did not originally establish them.
For centuries prior to Francis Bacon,
even prior to Aristotle, man was more
concerned with what is the final goal of
life, the reason of existence, than he
was in attaining any such end. Those
who conceived the proper and ultimate
end of life for man and his true func
tion as man, and the goal toward which
all human endeavors should be directed,
were philosophers.
To all those thinkers, a certain dual
ity of reality existed. First, there was
man; then there was that which was ob
viously not exactly like him in every
respect, such as the world of matter
around him. Even those schools of phi
losophy which had a distinctly mechan
istic view of the universe, which con
ceived all causes of reality and reality
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itself as of a mechanical order, realized
the need of relating the distinct physical
manifestations. If each thing or partic
ular was the result of the mechanical
order, then there must be a law or order
which places all things in the scale of
relationship to each other. Consequent
ly there was, on the one hand, reality:
and on the other, those laws which gave
reality existence. The question was,
what was the beginning of the scale,
and was there an ultimate end or com
pletion of the process of development?
In knowing the order or plan of the
universe, if that were possible, it was
thought that man could advance himself
more rapidly in the scale of develop
ment than would come about by blind
submission to nature. Advancement
meant to man, then, as advancement
means to him now, the furtherance of
those faculties or attributes he posses
ses which bring him the greatest pleas
ure, whether of mind or body. This
pleasure was not always positive. More
frequently it was negative, merely that
which comes from the removal of pain
or desires. As was to be expected, the
decision was eventually made that man
was not only the highest point in this
ascending scale of development but the
end of the process. Consequently all
things were related to man in accord
ance with their value and similarity to
him. Living things were rated a greater
attainment of nature than inanimate
things. The more complex the brain
mechanism of an animal, the more de
veloped its state of self-consciousness,
the higher in the graduated scale it is
placed.
Science set about to perform a two
fold duty: To find in all phenomena ob
servable basic laws which would relate
all according to the metaphysical causes
conceived: and secondly, to find a means
of utilizing these laws to further the end
of life which philosophy expounded.
The minority of scientists are not con
cerned either with metaphysical causes
or serving with their science that ulti
mate end of life envisaged by philoso
phy. Science generally realizes, how
ever, that that attitude of mind would, if
held by the majority of their number,
eventually defeat science. Science needs
popular support: the populace must
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know and feel that science is accomp
lishing something bv which they are
materially benefited as human beings.
The man in the street cannot appreciate
intellectual adventure for its own sake.
There must be a tangible reward for
such inquiry, at least one that will ex
cite or gratify his ordinary senses. The
man in the street makes research pos
sible by commercializing the results
which provide funds for its continuance.
If philosophy perishes, science must
as well. In most instances it is philo
sophical speculation as to what consti
tutes the end of life that has been the
magnet which has drawn science on. It
matters not if that speculation is wrong,
as long as it compels or impels that
scientific inquiry w h ich eventually
brings out the truth. The man who has
no concept of a primary cause of exist
ence, a process of development which
accounts for it. or of an end or reason
w hy there is not one, is not philosophi
cally-minded, but he most certainly can
not be scientifically inclined either. The
intelligent mind is forced to conclusions
from observations. The scientist con
tinually forms such conclusions from
particulars. The philosophical mind is
also forced to conclusions, but from
general observations instead. The ma
jority of men are—consciously or un
consciously — more philosophically in
clined. and will therefore follow their
genera] c o n c lu sio n s unless science
proves them wrong.
The weight of such philosophical
opinion pushes science along certain
definite channels. It compels science to
substantiate or refute man's interpreta
tion of his relationship to the universe
and his idea of the end of life. Every
scientist is also motivated by an end.
W h at is that end? Is it not to prove a
theory, an hypothesis, either that a
thing or condition exists because of
something else or that it can be elim
inated by the use of some thing or
means? But such hypotheses and the
ories are inconsequential in comparison
to the nature of the general theories or
concepts of philosophy. Humanity wants
a general reason for living, and it wants
a w ay to the fullness of life, and any
philosophy which offers a cogent ex
planation and a satisfactory method is

been given to the problems I shall dis
cuss. On the other hand, physicists will
accuse me of having left the austere and
narrow path of physics to wander aim
lessly, or at least uselessly, among the
byways of philosophical verbiage. For
most physicists have a traditional mis
trust of philosophy. A definition of
philosophy which usually provokes
much self-satisfied mirth among physi
cists is as follows: Philosophy is the
systematic misuse of a terminology
especially invented for the purpose.
"Yet in spite of this state of mind,
the rapid changes in the concepts with
which physics deals have almost forced
some consideration by physicists of
problems which were formerly regarded
as belonging to the exclusive domain of
philosophers. This consideration has
been in the light of experimental results
and because of this fact may be of value
to the philosophers themselves. As a
variation on the proverb that ‘Truth is
stranger than fiction,' may I suggest
that experiment reveals stranger things
than man’s imagination has ever in
vented. Possibly some of the new re
sults of experimental physics may reveal
new aspects of old p h i l o s o p h i c a l
problems."

more readily accepted than any facts
provided by science which may not fur
ther this end of life conceived by the
average man.
Consequently philosophy disciplines
science, yet in no w ay restricts it. Phi
losophy can never be supplanted be
cause the advantages science has af
forded man have increased philosophic
vision, not obscured it. Philosophy to
day transcends in speculation the ac
complishments of modern science as
greatly as it did a hundred years ago.
Science moves on, but always toward
the visionary idealism of philosophy.
The fact that science is forced to show
philosophy consideration is evidenced
by the following opening remarks of
Dr. W . V . Houston of the California
Institute of Technology when address
ing a body of physicists and students
on the subject of "Outlooks in Phi
losophy:”
"In appearing here to speak on the
philosophy of physics I am in a rather
dangerous position. Those of you who
are philosophers will want to know by
what right I speak on such a subject
without having mastered the classical
philosophies and without knowing the
various traditional answers which have
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If you are coming to the Rosicrucian Convention and live in the vicinity of New Y ork
or Chicago— or can travel to New York or Chicago economically and conveniently— we
suggest that you avail yourself of the special low rate transportation fare from each of
these respective cities to San Jose and return. This modem, comfortable bus is especially
chartered and all travelling aboard it will be Rosicrucians. It will go one route to the
Convention and return another, and remain in San Jose during the Convention week.
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The Music of Spring
B y So r o r B e a t r ic e M . H o l l o w a y ,

PRING! Does not
the word have a
c l e a r r i n g that
sends vibrations of
joy all t h r o u g h
your c o n s c io u s
ness?
Can you not see
the chi l dr en of
Na t u r e rubbi ng
the s l e e p f r o m
their eyes as they
hear the s i l v e r y
clear, ringing tones
of the V o i c e of S p r i n g ?
Spring is with us again. Clear sun
light, gentle breezes, greening grass,
opening buds, springing flowers, tender
blue sky. W h at joy after the cold of
winter, the days of storm and bleakness.
Each of the Seasons is a symphony
of glory, composed, directed and pro
duced by the Master Musician. W inter
has passed. The theme was solemn,
grand, with overtones of loveliness and
others of sad sublimity. If we had hear
ing ears, we discerned the soothing
lullaby of Mother Nature as her chil
dren slept, rested and became revitalized
for new growth. The storms descended,
the winds blew and the symphony in
creased its tempo. The gentle lullaby
continued but accompanied by har
monics vigorous, vital, grand; chords of
triumph! The storms washed the air and
filled the rivers. The rains and snow
sank deep into the earth, to bubble forth
later in mountain springs that ran their
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course with joy back to ocean depths.
From this underground source, new
life was drawn upward by grass and
flower of meadow and by trees of forest,
decking all the earth in new verdure
and color.
And what is the Symphony of Spring?
Ah, ’tis a joyous hymn to Light and
Life! SPRIN G—ring— ring! Can you
not hear its bell like tones? A clear call,
a challenge to awake, push upwards; a
new birth leading to a new flowering.
It sets hearts to singing as new vitality
comes into conscious manifestation. Its
voice has not the sombre harmony of
winter, for it is eminently a song of re
joicing, a clarion call to upward and for
ward going. The winds sing more gent
ly —- little caressing melodies. The
storms are but laughing showers play
ing hide and seek with the pale golden
sunlight and accompanied by rainbows
of promise.
SPRIN G— ring— ring! Let hearts re
joice! A w ay with gloom and negation!
Life is again made manifest in power
and beauty. Ring — Ring ye bells of
Spring. Gently at first do they call the
sleepers. Then with increasing tempo
and a more persistent ringing, does the
Voice peal forth, till all awaken. The
anthem swells in glory, each a harmoni
ous part of the whole, a Te Deum of
adoration to Light and Life.
M ay each of us be a note in perfect
accord with the Master Musician’s Di
vine Composition.

^

SANCTUM MUSINGS
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Attention
By F r a te r C
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ROBABLY e v e r y lar moment, but nevertheless, he may be
person at some visualizing the swimming hole or some
time in his life has experience he anticipates the next day
heard the phrase, or next week, and attending to that in
usually applied to more vividness than the average child
a child, that he is would give to his curricular subjects.
‘‘not paying atten
From the foregoing, we might con
tion.” For exam clude that not giving complete attention
ple, often a school to the routine affairs of life is a trait
child will sudden found only in children; however, we
ly be brought to find that adults fail to attend to the
the realization of things at hand, often as frequently as
the subject under the child. As a result, we might, upon
di scussi on by a analyzation of many of the so-called
sharp remark from his teacher or from failures in life, find that lack of atten
some pupil, leaving the general observer tion to the things which should have
with the opinion that attention was not been done was the direct cause of
being given to anything in particular. failure.
The question might well be asked
This phrase so commonly used, “not
paying attention,” is in reality a faise here, just what is attention? Various
statement in the mental and psychologi schools of psychology have defined it in
cal field. There does not exist a state of various ways, but one of the oldest
not paying attention, or what we might definitions as quoted by William James
better call inattention — unless it is a —although possibly originated even be
complete state of unconsciousness in fore his works on psychology were pub
duced by injury to the brain, by drugs, lished— was: "Attention is the power of
or possibly in deep sleep. So, when a the mind to concentrate.” This defini
child is found not to be giving his con tion, of course, is not complete. It leaves
sciousness, or not attending to the con us supposing or questioning too many
ditions or things which he should be. it things, such as, what power does the
The
Rosicrucian is a fact that he is nevertheless attend mind possess and what is the mind it
ing or giving his whole consciousness to self? Then if these are understood and
Digest
something. It is true, his attention is not explained, as many students of philo
June
given to that which his teacher or par sophical and metaphysical subjects
ents think it ought to be at that particu could do to their own satisfaction, we
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would feel capable of analyzing the
subject of concentration and determin
ing just exactly how attention may exist
and how it may be voluntarily con
trolled.
Before considering attention in con
nection with concentration, let us ana
lyze some manifestations of attention, or
some divisions into which it might be
definitely separated. Our first classifi
cation of attention might be in regard to
its existence— to state that it is passive
or active. Passive attention might be
compared with day-dreaming or uncon
trolled imagination; that is, when one is
not forcing the mind to attend one par
ticular subject, it nevertheless is in a
state of wakeful consciousness and is at
tending to certain ideas or thoughts in
itself. On the other hand, active atten
tion is self-determined. W e take the
initiative in beginning and ending the
process. W e might say that active at
tention is voluntary attention, that to
which we definitely place our will.
Another classification of attention
might be what we could term sensory
attention. Sensory attention would be
that which is definitely the result of a
stimulation of a sense organ: For exam
ple, while I write these comments on
the subject of attention, my attention is
given to the subject itself, but if within
the range of my hearing there should be
a loud, unusual explosion that would
register upon the sense organ of hear
ing, that is, the ear, in all probability my
attention would be distracted, at least
for the moment, because of the sensory
impression that reached my brain. Sen
sory attention, then, is that given to any
stimulation to a sense organ, in many
cases whether we voluntarily wish to
attend to it or not.
The individual who is able to concen
trate perfectly, which we have already
referred to as being the ultimate end of
attention, is he who can cause to be
eliminated so completely from his con
sciousness all sensory impressions, such
as that just referred to, that his atten
tion will constantly be focused upon the
actual task at hand. That task would
lie in another division of attention,
which we could refer to as intellectual
or ideational attention.
This intellectual attention, to ideas,
is more within ourselves. It is the at
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tention we give to memory, imagination,
judgment, reason, or all mental pro
cesses other than sensations or proces
ses which force themselves upon our
consciousness, due to sensory stimula
tion. Needless to say, such a condition
of attention is active or voluntary. W e
must use effort to start such a process:
however, effort is not always required
at the same level to continue the pro
cess. If an individual has a hobby, such
as a study of some subject like philos
ophy, history or psychology, and he
wishes to give it his attention, it may
take some effort of will at first, but the
more completely his attention is given to
the subject, because of interest, the less
effort there will be required to continue
his attention to it.
W hen an individual becomes, as we
often express it, “wrapped up in a sub
ject at hand,” we say that his attention
is spontaneous; that is, it simply con
tinues because of interest and without
apparent effort. Probably this is the
first kind of attention, or the first mani
festation of attention that is developed
in human beings shortly after birth. An
infant attends to things spontaneously,
although his periods of attention may
be very short in duration. This again is
sensory attention because a child will
attend only to those things in his en
vironment that stimulate a sense organ.
Then, later in life, with so many fac
tors of an individual's environment de
manding his interest, spontaneous at
tention seems to become more and more
difficult and, in fact, is practically im
possible, unless stimulated by interest.
Interest and determination, however,
will bring about a state of mind in an
adult, which we might term "acquired”
spontaneous attention. That is, because
of an individual's determination and in
terest he has come to a certain point
where a subject, or a necessary task, in
his daily life will bring about what we
might term almost a reflex action that
will cause him to, during a required
length of time, give his attention, ap
parently without distraction or effort,
to the necessary task at hand.
The student who is attempting to
learn laws and principles to be applied
in his life must build up the required in
terest and determination to be able to
attend easily and with a minimum of

effort to the subject before him. This in
turn, will bring about an ability to con
centrate because, returning to the con
sideration of the definition first given,
that “Attention is the power of the
mind to concentrate,” we find that com
plete attention is actually the mind in a
state of concentration. Upon a careful
consideration of this statement we real
ize how simple a process concentration
is. The process itself is not difficult,
for it requires no effort for us to give at
tention to something that is pleasant,
and we do so and without realizing the
process is in existence. A t times the
whole mind is devoted to a pleasant ex
perience, a pleasant thought, or some
anticipated event which will bring us
pleasure. All persons have experienced
such a state of attention, and if they
would stop to analyze their state of con
sciousness at such a time they would
realize that they were in a complete
state of concentration, and, by carrying
over to other subjects this same mental
attitude— this same condition of spon
taneous concentration and attention—■
they would be able to concentrate upon
any subject just as they have concentratde upon a thing of a more or less
unimportant nature.
Concentration puts man's entire men
tal forces at work, and when they are at
work the vibrations created by thought
and concentration have a definite effect
upon the environment that exists about
the individual. However, we must keep
in mind that in a state of concentration,
V
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for the purpose of applying these men
tal powers, two conditions must always
be remembered, these are: It is not
man's function to create. According to
the physical law of the conservation of
matter, all that exists has been created
and will always continue to exist in one
form or another. Man can not add to
this existence, but it is his function and
right to combine, rearrange, and distrib
ute that which is created to better fit
his needs and purposes.
W ith the ability to attend and, in
turn, to concentrate, man becomes a
powerful instrument within himself. If
the physical universe is to be explored,
whether within a small radius, or within
hundreds of light years, a particular
material arrangement is necessary: that
is, certain apparatus must be made or
obtained to aid in the exploration. This
is no less true in the immaterial or
psychic world. If this world is to be
explored and understood by man, so.
too. is a particular mental arrangement
necessary which will serve the same
purpose in relation to the immaterial
world as the physical appartus serves
in relation to the physical world: that
is, a key or a tool with which man may
work to bring his mental processes to
the point where they may influence and
modify the condition of life and en
vironment. The most valuable and im
portant tool is the tool of concentration,
which comes with the proper applica
tion of man's God-given ability to
attend.
V
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Today the press is filled with articles regarding science s new discovery—the unknown
element which seems to accompany the Cosmic Ray, and which has by far a greater
penetrating power than the photon which heretofore one school of science has definitely
declared is the Cosmic Ray. The controversy still rages as to whether Cosmic R ays are
photons or particles of energy such as emanate from radio-active minerals and which
are more commonly known as gamma, alpha and beta rays. It will interest our readers
and Rosicrucian members to know that A M O R C today is the first scientific or meta
physical organization to be exhibiting, on a public platform, apparatus which demon
strates the secondary effects of the Cosmic R ay, and which uses the famed Cosmic Ray
Coincidence Counter, with its unique Geiger-Mueller tubes. This coincidence counter has
been added to, through the facilities of the Rose-Croix U niversity and by those associated
with the Rosicrucian staff, so that these secondary effects of the Cosmic R ay are made
audible and visible to large audiences. The apparatus is being demonstrated by members
of the Courier C ar lecture tour, and will be seen and heard in all of the principal cities
of the United States this year.
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THE SACRED CITY
Jerusalem has been a mecca for centuries for Christians and Jews alike. Only a very limited number of its renowned Biblical sites
have had their authenticity confirmed by the science of archeology. The religious visitor is shocked to find that the different re
ligious sects, who are the custodians of the majority of these purported historical places, are each claiming that their site alone is
original and bid against each other for tourist patronage. This photograph was taken from the tow'er of the German Roman-Catholic
church which was built as a gift by the former Kaiser Wilhelm of Germany.

(Filmed by AMORC Camera Expedition)

What W ill The Future Reveal ?
What lies behind the veil? What will the morrow bring forth? Men have offered
burnt offerings to the gods, shared their worldly possessions, traversed mountains and
plains to visit oracles, all in the hope of having revealed to them the unknown future,
little realizing that it rested in their own hands unshapen. The minds of men have
labored for ages with various devices and methods to fashion a key that would unlock
the door that conceals the moment just beyond the present.
From antiquity the strangest of the systems attempting a revelation of the future has
been numerology. Is it but a shallow superstition of the ages, or does it provide the
means, sought since time immemorial, for a secret insight into the future?

The Ancient System of Numerology
The Reader’s Research Academy presents a series of enlightening discourses on the
subject of numerology. It is an expose of the many false systems which have suppressed
the truth about this fascinating topic. It goes back to the mystical meaning and divine
virtue of numbers which formed the important part of the philosophy of Pythagoras.
It discloses the trickery in the NAME NUMBER systems sold generally in book form.
Two of these especially prepared manuscripts will be sent for the
ONLY
nominal sum of 50 cents monthly. You may subscribe for but one
month, or as many months as you desire. The discourses are easily
5 0 c
understood and they will prove interesting and entertaining to you. Brings you monthly
2 large discourses
Just send your remittance and request to the address below.
with postage paid.
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The Rosicrucian Order, existing in all civilized lands, is a non-sectarian,
fraternal body of men and women devoted to the investigation, study, and
practical application of natural and spiritual laws. The purpose of the organi
zation is to enable all to live in harmony with the creative, constructive.
Cosmic forces for the attainment of health, happiness, and Peace.
The Order is internationally known as AMORC (an abbreviation), and the
AMORC in America, and all other lands, constitutes the only form of Rosi
crucian activities united in one body having representation in the interna
tional federation. The AMORC does not sell its teachings, but gives them
freely to all affiliated members, together with many other benefits.
Inquirers seeking to know the history, purposes, and practical benefits
that they may receive from Rosicrucian association, are invited to send for
the free book, “The Secret Heritage.'’ Address, Friar S. P. C., care of
AMORC TEJIPI-E
R o sicr u c ia n P a r k , San J o s e , C a lifo r n ia , U . S . A.

(Cable Address: “AMORCO"

Radio Station W6HTB)

Officials o f the 7\[orth and S o u th A m e r ic a n Jurisdiction
This Jurisdiction includes all countries of North, Central and South America and all land under
the protection of the United States of America.
H. SPENCER LEWIS, F. R. C., Ph. D...................................................... ........... ...........................Imperator
THOR KIIMALEHTO. F. R. C........................................................................... ....... Sovereign Grand Master
RALPH M. LEWIS, F. R. C.......... ...... ...................... .......................... ............................... Supreme Secretary
HARVEY MILES. F. R. C...................................... ................................ - .............................. Grand Treasurer
HARRY L. SHIBLEY, F. R. C....................................................................................Director of Publications

SPANISH-AMERICAN^ DIVISION
ARM AN D O FONT DE LA JA R A . F. R. C., Deputy Grand Master; CECIL A. POOLE. F.R .C .,
Secretary-General. Direct inquiries regarding this division to the Secretary-General, Rosicrucian
Park, San Jose, California, U. S. A.
Junior Order of Torch Bearers (sponsored by AM O RC). For complete information as to its aims
and benefits address General Secretary, Grand Chapter, Rosicrucian Park, San Jose, California.

The following principal branches are District Headquarters of AM O R C
Los Angeles, California:
Hermes Lodge, A M O R C Temple. Mr.
Paul Deputy, Master. Reading Room and
Inquiry office open daily, 10 a. m. to 5 p. m.
and 7:30 p. m. to 9 p. m. except Sundays.
148 N. Gramercy Place.
New York City, New York:
,, ,
New York Chapter. Rooms 35-36, 7 1 1 8th
Ave., cor. 8th Ave. and 45th Street. Mr.
Joseph W eed. Master: Martha L. Mullins,
Secretary. Inquiry and reading rooms open
week days and Sundays, 1 to 8 p. m.
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania:
Benjamin Franklin Chapter of AM ORC:
M , H Baker Church,... Master Mr. George
M. Stewart. Secretary. 617 Arch Street
Meetings for all members every second and
fourth Sunday, 7:30 p.m. at the Universal
Peace Institute, 219 S. Broad Street, 2nd
floor (over Horn & H ardarts).
,
Birmingham, Alabama:
Birmingham Chapter. Convocation for all
grades, each Friday night, 7:30 p_m.. Lodge
p g Tutwilder Hotel. ^ r - Or!lando . .
Finch. Master. 16 0 4 1 6th A ve N or C. C.
Berry, Secretary. 721 S. 85th Street.

San Francisco, California:
Francis Bacon Lodge. 1655 Polk Street:
Mr. Elmer Lee Brown. Master. Mystical
convocations for all members every 2nd and
4th Monday, 8 p. m. Office and reading
room open Tuesday, W ednesday and Friday,
7 to 9 p.m.
„
,
P ittsb u rg . Pennsylvania:
p enn p irst Lodge. Miss M ary S. Green,
Master; 610 Arch Street.
Atlanta Georgia
Atlanta Chapter No. 650. Mrs. V . Cunningham, Sr., Master: Nassau Hotel. Meetings
7:30 every Thurs? aV night
JJ
Mr Cen Dcman Mactpi]st and 3rd Friday. 8:00 p. m„ Washington
Hall. ^ Washington Street,
Boston, Massachusetts:
The Marie Clemens Lodge. Mr. Pierpont F.
De Lesdernier, Master; Temple and reading
Rooms. 739 Boylston St.. Telephone Ken—
more 9398
Chicago. Illinois:
Chicago Chapter No. 9. Fred D. W edge,
Master; Miss Sue Lister. Secretary. Tele
phone Superior 6881. Readinq Room open
afternoons and evenings. Sundays 2 to 5

Detroit, Michigan:
°n]Y166 S ' Michigan Ave*.
L
XT -,^/r . .
Rooms 408-9-10. Lecture sessions for ALL
Thebes Chapter No. 336. Mrs. Pearl Anna
members every Tuesday night, 8:00 p.m.
Tifft, Master; Mr. Ernest Cheyne, SecreChicago Afra-American Chapter No. 10.
tary. Meetings at the Detroit FederaDr. Katie B. Howard, Master: Nehemiah
tion of W om en s Clubs, 4811 2nd Avenue,
Dennis, Secretary. Meetings every W ednesevery Tuesday. 8 p. m. Inquirers call dial
day night at 8 o’clock, Y . M. C. A.. 3763 So.
phone Townsend 6-2967.
W abash Avenue.
(Directory Continued on Next Page)

Washington, D. C.:
Thomas Jefferson Chapter. Richard D. Ames,
Master. Meetings Confederate Memorial
Hall, 1322 Vermont A ve. N. W „ every Fri
day evening, 8:00 p. m. Secretary, Mrs.
Gladys Short, 3323 Holmead PI. N .W .
Seattle, Washington:
AM O R C Chapter 586. Mr. C. R. Cleaver,
Master; Mr. Geo. Peterson, Secretary. 3 11-14
Lowman Bldg., between 1st and 2nd Aves.,
on Cherry Street. Reading room open week
days 11 a. m. to 4:30 p. m. Visitors welcome.
Chapter meetings each Monday, 8:00 p. m.

Portland, Oregon:
Portland Chapter. Mrs. Emma Strickland,
Master; 405 Orpheum Bldg. Meetings every
Thursday, 8:00 p. m. at 714 W . 11th Ave.
Newark, New Jersey:
H. Spencer Lewis Chapter. Frank A. Ham
mond, Master; for information address Sylvia
Kingsley, Secretary, 31 Leo Place.
St. Louis, Missouri:
St. Louis Chapter. Douglas M. Brydcn,
Master. Melbourne Hotel, Grand Avenue
and Lindell Blvd. Meetings first and third
Tuesday of each month, 8 p. m.

Other Chartered Chapters and Lodges of the Rosicrucian Order (AM O R C) will be found in
most large cities and towns of North America. Address of local representatives given on request.

PRINCIPAL CA NA DI AN BRANCHES
Victoria, British Columbia:
Victoria Lodge. Mr. George A. Melville,
Master. Inquiry Office and Reading Room.
101 Union Bank Bldg. Open week days 12
a. m. to 5 p. m.
Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada:
Charles Dana Dean Chapter, 204 Kensington
Bldg. Mr. Ronald S. Scarth, Master, 834
Grosvenor Avenue. Session for all members
every Tuesday at 7:45 p. m., 204 Kensington
Building.

Edmonton, Alberta:
Mr. F. G. Powell,
Avenue E.

Master,

9533 Jasper

Toronto. Ontario, Canada:
Mr. E. Charlton, Master. Sessions 1st and
3rd Sundays of the month, 7:00 p. m., No. 10
Lansdowne Ave.
Vancouver, British Columbia:
Canadian Grand Lodge, AM ORC. Mr. E.
A. Burnett, Master; Miss Mabylee Deacon,
Secretary. AM O R C Temple, 878 Hornby
Street.

A F E W OF THE FOREIGN JURISDICTIONS
Scandinavian Countries:
The AM O RC Grand Lodge of Denmark.
Mr. Arthur Sundstrup, Grand Master: Carli
Anderson, S. R. C., Grand Secretary. Manogade 13th Strand, Copenhagen, Denmark.
Sweden:
Grand Lodge "Rosenkorset." Anton Svanlund. F. R. C„ Grand Master. Jerusalemsgatan, 6, Mahno.

New Zealand:
Auckland Chapter AM ORC. Mr. G. A.
Franklin, Master, 317 Victoria Arcade Bldg.,
Queen St., City Auckland.

Holland:
De Rozekruisers Orde; Groot-Lodge der
Nederlanden. J. Coops, Gr. Sect., Hunzestraat 141, Amsterdam.

Dutch and East Indies:
Dr. W . Th. van Stokkum, Grand Master:
W . J. Visser, Secretary-General. Karangtempel 10 Semarang, Java.
Egypt:
_
„
The Grand Orient of AM O RC, House of the
Temple, M. A. Ramayvelim. F. R. C., Grand
Secretary, 26, Avenue Ismalia, Heliopolis.
Cairo Information Bureau de la Rose Croix,
J. Sapporta, Secretary, 27 Rue Salimon
Pacha, Cairo.
Africa:
The Grand Lodge of the Gold Coast,
AM O RC. Mr. W illiam Okai, Grand Master,
P. O. Box 424 Accra, Gold Coast, W est
Africa.

France:
Dr. Hans Gruter, Grand Master. Mile.
Jeanne Guesdon, Secretary. 56 Rue Gambetta, Villeneuve Saint Georges (Seine &
Oise).
Switzerland:
AM ORC, Grand Lodge, 21 Ave. Dapples.
Lausanne; Dr. Ed. Bertholet, F. R. C.. Grand
Master, 6 Blvd. Chamblandes, Pully-Lausanne; Pierre Genillard, Grand Secty., Surlac
B, Mont Choisi, Lausanne.
China:
The United Grand Lodge of China. P. O.
Box 513, Shanghai, China.
T he r o s i c r u c i a n

p r e s s
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England:
The A M O R C Grand Lodge of Great Britain.
Mr. Raymund Andrea. F. R. C„ Grand
Master. 34 Baywater Ave., W estbury Park.
Bristol 6.

The addresses of other foreign Grand Lodges
and secretaries will be furnished on application.
■

P R I N T E D IN U . S . A .

IkzBnZhrrnJn Wkitt
A re there mortals,
~'
clothed in a spiritual radiance
and armed with a divine insight, who
y / guide our destinies? Does the world harbor
humans who transcend the petty ways of men, y
and with compassion lead the afflicted to health ^
and the sore at heart to happiness? A re there
selfless beings known as the G reat W hite Brother
hood who safeguard the race against itself? No more
beautiful tale woven on the loom of fact exists today.
Read the inspiring, enthralling discourses entitled,
“The Brethren in W hite.”
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'ese discourses

are worth the price of the subscript!

Hu R o s ic ru c ia n D ig e st
Part-

Trtco_California

<rRQsicrucian Library
The following books are a few of several recommended because of the special knowledge they
contain, not to be fo u n d In our teachings and not available elsewhere. Catalogue o f all publica
tions free upon request.

Volume n .

ROSICRUCIAN PRINCIPLES FOR THE HOME AND BUSINESS.

A very- practical book dealing with the solution of health, financial, and business problems In the home and
office. Well printed and bound in red silk, stamped with gold. Price, 52.25 per copy, postpaid.

Volume HI. THE MYSTICAL LIFE OF JTESUS.
A rare account of the Cosmic preparation, birth, secret studies, mission, crucifixion, and later life of the
Great Master, from the records of the Essene and Roslcrucian Brotherhoods. A book that is demanded in
foreign lands as the most talked about revelation of Jesus ever made. Over 300 pages, beautifully illustrated,
bound in purple silk, stamped in gold. Price. $2.50 per copy, postpaid-

Volume V. “UNTO THEE I GRANT . . .”
A strange book prepared from a secret manuscript found in the monastery of Tibet. It is filled with the
most sublime teachings of the ancient Masters of the Par East. The book has had many editions. Well printed
with attractive cover. Price. 51.25 per copy, postpaid.

Volume VI.

A THOUSAND YEARS OF YESTERDAYS.

A beautiful story of reincarnation and mystic lessons. This unusual book has been translated and sold in
many languages and universally endorsed, w ell printed and bound with attractive cover. Price. 51-00 per copy,
postpaid.

Volume V n.

SELF MASTERY AND FATE, WITH THE CYCLES OF LIFE

A new and astounding system of determining your fortunate and unfortunate hours, weeks, months, and
years throughout your life. No mathematics required. Better than any system of numerology or astrology.
Bound In silk, stamped In gold. Price. 52,25 per copy, postpaid.

Volume VIII. THE ROSICRUCIAN MANUAL.
Most complete outline of the rules, regulations and operations of lodges and student work of the Order with
many Interesting articles, biographies, explanations, and complete dictionary of Roslcrucian terms and words.
Very completely illustrated. A necessity to every' student who wishes to progress rapidly, and a guide to all
seekers. Well printed and bound in silk, stamped with gold. Price. 52.35 per copy, postpaid.

Volume XI.

MANSIONS OF THE SOUL, THE COSMIC CONCEPTION.

The complete doctrines of reincarnation explained. This book makes reincarnation easily understood. Well
Illustrated, bound in silk, stamped in gold, extra large. Price. 52.35 per copy, postpaid.

Volume X n .

LEMTJRIA—THE LOST CONTINENT OF THE PACIFIC.

The revelation of an ancient and long forgotten Mystic civilization. Fascinating and Intriguing. Learn how
these people came to be swept from the earth. Know of their vast knowledge, much of which is lost to man
kind today. Well printed and bound. Illustrated with charts and maps. Price. 52.30 per copy, postpaid.

Volume XIV. THE SYMBOLIC PROPHECY OF THE GREAT PYRAMID.
The mystery and prophecy of the Great Pyramid revealed.
subject. Price, 52.25 per copy, postpaid.

The latest and best book on this intriguing

&ad til order* for boob, with rioiituiicr, direct to ROSICRUCIAN SUPPLY BUREAU, Rafirrucian Park, San Joic, California.

